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Tuesday, February 8, 19n 
ilm season opens 
For the last half of thla ecademic v-r. 
Social Committee Ia aponaoring a..,... 
video tapa Tt.e tepee will be 
ted OWf the WPI c.ble tet.vflion 
for the en.Wnment of the WPI 
the firat week, four different r.pea 
in a Mri• entitled Video 
Week. Each will be from a 
rental category ao that you, the 
• can get an Idea of the typea of 
available. Part of your aoclal fee Ia 
for the rental of theM .,_, 
we would appreciate acme ,.pilei 
lhl following queadona. 
Whet did you think of the tapea7 Would 
•e to ... more of theM programa7 If 
k ind7 (comedy, 8PC)f1a, conc:trt. 
you think more or lea money 
~ ~t on the ren~l of ~ 
(about t900 wi" be apent thla year) 
I"'MK)()A .. to U.. queallona and any 
commenta you heYe ahould be 
to the ()ffic:. af Student Att.W.. 
lob Toai, Video Tape Coordinator 
tor the WPI Social Committee 
SCHEDULE 
FebnJMy 7- 73 
IIJtory of,. S.t/IN. A short 146 min.) 
that folowa the B•ttea trom their firlt 
through the yeara of B•U. 
SIIPM SJO.n. 62 minutaa of high energy 
lkWng and current coaching and teechlng 
leehniquea. 
Future Shock. Thia ia a 42 minute tape 
baaed on Alvin Toffte(a book. Narration Ia 
bv Oraon Weh. 
RobtHt KM!n. Thla tape Ia an hour of 
eome of Robert Klein's fineat comedy. 
The above tapes will be played con-
tinuously 'hroughout the ct.y. Playing timel 
for the tapes below wiH be releeaed later. 
nbrury 21·27 
Soo of Fim ()py. Thlt 88 minur. tape 
lak• up where Flm OtJy '-ft off. It con-
laina tome of the moat ridiculous momen~ 
from movies of the 60'1. 
M.rch 7-13 
Wild River Journey. Nine people 
challenged the Nymbolda River in 
Auatralia. This 52 minute program bringa 
rut tome of the fine white water canoeing 
they had to do. 
Apri/11-17 
The Blob. A very funny horror movie 
ttarring Steve McQueen. 183 min.) 
Aprl25-ltfrt , 
Murder in Amerlc.. Thla a> minur. 
documentary *• an Intelligent look at the 
probleme of homlcldet in the US. 
NFL Footbel Fol'- - Part 2. A helf 
hour of tome of footbah greet.r 
moments. 
awarded 
6, 1977 it the deadline tor IUb-
of entriea to the Preaident't IQP 
Conteat. Thia annual conteat waa 
-1Ura,1ao laat ye~~r to foeter Interactive 
Profec1a of high quality by giving 
lllllllntion to ttae which excel In some 
of thilr conc:epdon, execution, Of 
tion. Each winning project wHI 
a fifty-dollar honorarium; a 
of five such awardt ia poeaible. 
no Predetermined categOriea for 
••-·•"• but the awerd '*''"""'~ 
qualitiea in which the Pl'ofect excell. 
Each author of a winning en~ wltl 
receive a Certificate of Merit and a ahare of 
the honorarium. The winnet"S will be 
honored at an Awarda Buffet to be hekt in 
May. 
Entry forma, conteat der.ilt, and a llat of 
last year' a winnert ara availabla at the IQP 
Center. For additional information, contaCt 
Prof-ora John Wild and George Stan-
nerd. 
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Prt.siaent Hazzard speaks of change In his semi-annual 
letter to the Trustees. see page1. 
What did you do over lntersesaion7 Find .out what aome 
very hardy Individuals did on page11. 
What's going on at the Worcester Art Museum? 
aee pagea8-9 
. 
Whatever happened to the rest of the goat? 
Find out on page 13. 
Meet God's deug,..terlll see page&. 
Beaver Brown travels North to Worcester Tech. Find 
out what this group ia all about on page 10. 
B/otlniPhr of • perlonner 
Keith Bargar- • m1me 
by Alix B. ~on 
"Performed beeutifuly and ftawte.ly 
befoN an overllowlng and electrified 
crowd .... l cannot rwnember a program in 
the Student Center that received such a 
marveloua long, atendlng ovation. Keith 
Wll terrific!" 
-Jamea Rohr 
Progr••,. Advllor 
SoutiHtrn llinoil Uni-
..,.,;,y at c.rbond.,. 
"Left M lmpreeaion on the students. the 
like of which can't be recelled .... a unique 
experience and a succea In Ill reapecU. '' 
-Jacqleen Farrell 
Special Events Board 
Colonldo Stete Uniwnity 
.. A full week after hit perlormance here 
he it atill a major topic of converutlon at 
any gathering of ttuden1a on campua. ... We 
had a more than full houae .... the iargeet 
audience any tingle performence hH 
drawn on our campus for at long at anyone 
can remember." 
-Carole King 
Cultural Affaire Committee 
Chairperaon 
Ortll Roberts Uniwility 
"Not only the .urpriae of the Millllaippl 
Arts r•tival. he Wll the hit 'event' 
.... lm"*'RRy well received. he it a 
dedicated young ,.,. with a wealth of 
talent." 
- James S. Lombard, Jr. 
Executive Director 
~pi Artl FHrMI 
You rnev haw aeen him, down-whit• 
faced and cled In black from neck to toe, 
parched motkJnlell for MVer81 mlhutea 
atop one of the New York Public Library'a 
granite Ilona whMe ~ crowda at11nd 
~; puUing a ten-ton truck by an tn-
viaible rope or driving a phlmom car 
through rush-hour traffic at a busy W•t 
Broadway intenectlon; taking off hia heed 
and exploring the lntide of hit mend against 
the aomewhat incongruoua bec:kground of 
St. Patrick's Cathedral'• ornate bronze 
portala; staging an imaginary ~tout or 
launching a rocketlhip to the IUn under the 
watchful marble eye of George Withington 
in front of the Treaaury Bulldlncl on Watl 
Street; a man trapped in a glala cell by the 
lide of the Piau Fountain or a goriHa 
eacaping from a cage on the tteps of the 
MetropolltM Mue.lm of Art. 
[continued to p•g• 7J 
Pres. Hazzard's letter to the Trustees 
Success and growing pains 
The TNI~ 
Worceater Polytechnic lnatltute 
Dear Members: 
If I were to pick one npect of WPI that 
should concern ua rnoet. I would heve to 
focus on what I would ce• the "in-
stitutionalization of change." Big wordl to 
datcribe a big problem. Let me try to ex· 
plain. 
The WPI Pian ia a IUcc.aful maior 
\;hangc in undergraduate edue~~tion. It 
came into being and to ita p.....,..t level of 
succ.a through the extraordinary and 
dedicated effortl of many people, but 
especially members of the f8c:ulty. The 
queatlon ta then how to Implement the 
chenges in ways that enabla faculty to do 
more than teach - to keep themaelvea up-
to-date, creative, thoughtful, and vigoroua. 
We have to Httle down for long dlltance 
runnipg after a very demanding IP'int. 
At the tame time we know thet teaching 
precitely the aame way for years and years 
can change something new and exciting 
into something old and dull How do we 
conatantly modify and adapt to thet the 
eJCcltement and quaNty of the preeent 
program it retained over the long haul? 
._ 
Each of y~ know. how hard theM 
queationa .. to erwwer in your own 
organization. I think it it ...,.cWy herd at I 
place Nke WPI thet focu- eo atrongty on 
undergraduate education. Thet Ia why 
inatitulonalizlng change Ia ao imPQrtant. 
My experience here telll me that our 
faculry can and wRI r.ke on such a 
chaHenge succeufulty. It 11 up to ua to 
provide the ~na that will enebla them to 
do 10. Your trua~hip In part raquirae that 
you particlpete In finding lhe nec.ury 
meant. If we can combine the rneena to 
support conetructlve change with the 
continued excitement and pleuure that 
r81Uita, WPI wllbe the belt undergraduate 
college of engineering and ICience in 
the wortd. 
Speaking of conauuctlve change one 
can't help but tum to Boynton Hall, one of 
the Two Towera that aymbollz• our 
education. AU of uaare moved out and hard 
at work In our temporary quarters around 
campus. The flrm of Harvey & Tracy 
Aaaociatea it equally hard at work on 
renovation plant, about which your 
Phylical Facllltlea Committee wilt feport at 
the ~ling. Fund raising hat been 
[cont'd. on page 5I 
WPI President George W. H•zz•rd 
NEWSPEAK 
ditorial: 
clarification 
Newspuk would like to clarify an anicle in last week's 1ssuo which has caused con· 
s1derable confusion In the WPI community. There ere some mlsccmceptions about the front 
page story entitled "Rileysecunty beefed up?" and what was inferred by n. The point of the 
story was to make the community aware of the problems some res1dents were havmg with 
the new security doors. Perhaps, as soma have pointed out, the use or the word "most" 
was somewhat inappropriate and impRed that more than 50 per cent of the keys were 
Inoperative, which is not true. However, we have spoken personally to several people whose 
keys do not work; the problem does exist. It was also pointed out that the note scrawled in 
pencil was written by a Fuller resident whose key would obviously not fit. The point we were 
making was that this statement was common, end not that this panicular note was written 
by a Riley resident. The various doors are locked by the RA'a generally when there is en· 
tertainment in the Pub and are unlocked In the morning. Those persons who lived outside 
the fourth floor doors were moved before lntersession. That statement was indeed our 
error. It has also been said that we should not have made the point about the weakness of 
the door closers, as it would probably invite vandalism. As we see it, if there are such 
people, they would discover this eventually. Some residents were worried, and it is our duty 
to voice these feelings to the community. It is better to point this out now and make people 
aware that a problem exists. 
In the end, it was suggested that NewspHk is not in favor of the doora, I submit that 
our past editorial stand has been just the oppoeite, and continues to be so. We are greatly in 
favor of more protection for the rights of residents. We are also in favor of reporting 
p1 oblems that the residents M4t or feel exist. 
Throughout this week, although we have had much pen10nal complaint. about the 
a11icle, we have not received a single letter from residents or administration. We challenge 
those who take issue with our contents to speak out to the entire community in the form of 
a letter to the editor. We are not dedicated to proffering only our opinion; we attempt to 
present the facts and both our opinion and that of anyone in the community. Speaking to us 
does not S«Ve as useful a pyrpose as speaking to the rest of WPI, as in the people's hands 
are the powers of change. 
MARGULIES 
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Letters: 
Newspeak's double-standard 
E 
E1 
To the Ed11om: 
Your excellent paper bears the n1ce title 
m WPI Newspeak. By this, I suppose, it IS 
meant to be understood by the plain man 
that the overall quality of the mateual 
published in your paper is truly 
representative of the WPI community life 
and educauonal philosophy. 
It I am not mistaken, I think the WPI 
philosophy of education is essentially to 
give science and engineering students a 
high quality of education based on sound 
human values. Now, understanding sound 
• human values necessarily requires a com· 
prehensive study of man's life on earth in· 
eluding his beliefs and doubts, hopes and 
fears, achievements and failures, etc. And 
one cannot make a good study of man's life 
without taking into account the Bible and 
tt.s unique role In human history. In the light 
nt this truth, while I fully appreciate the 
sublime manner in which you discharge 
your duties as editors, I have not been able 
to see the wisdom behind your decision tc 
Road signs 
To the Editor: 
RE: Tony Camas's article INewspesk, 
Feb. 1st) on driving in Massachusetts. 
Ogden Nash made the following comments 
"'n road signs such as the ones Mr. Camas 
describes: 
I'll Tskefhe 
High Rotld Comm;ssion 
In between the route marks 
And the &havihg rhymes, 
Black and yellow markers 
C~ment on the times, 
Akmg the highway 
Hear the signs discourse: 
Men 
SLOW 
working 
Saddle 
Crossing 
horse 
Cryptic crossroad preachers 
Proffer good advice, 
Helping war drivers 
Keep out of Paradise. 
completely ban the pubhcallon 
matenal f(Jr or against the B1ble. 
I acknowledge the fact that it is really 
advisable fur you to encourage 
characters to use Newspeak merely a. 
convement medium to g1ve wrmen 
pression to their baneful hatred of 
But1t seems to me that you throw away 
baby with the bath·water when you 
to hold back able well-meaning 
(Chnsuan or non-ChriStian) from 
thei r views wnh others m the 
personally thmk that, 1n an 
community consisting of intelligent 
agents such as ours, those who really 
where they stand 1n life ought to be 
couraged to clearly spell out the~r 
VICUons In a sp1nt of love and fri'<!!nr.lliN..-
for the educational beneftt of others. 
I, 1herefore, humbly request that 
may kindly reconsider the matter and 
enlightened judgment prevail. 
S1ncerely, 
Livingstone 
Transcontinental sermons, 
Transcendental talk; 
Soft 
CAUTION 
shoulders 
Cross 
CHILDREN 
Walk 
...Wisest of their proverbs, 
Truest of their talk, 
Have I found that dictum: 
Cross 
CHILDREN 
Walk 
When Adam took the highway 
He left his sons a guide: 
Cross 
CHILD~EN 
Walk 
Cheerful 
CHILDREN 
ride 
No 
anicht 
a ger 
natio~ 
Firs 
ISSUe 
subo 
iSSUef 
confli 
and 1 
Ford 
an o 
thee 
closir 
of po 
also I 
our c 
the 1 
and 
twO 
certa 
mov• 
comt 
comt 
movi 
as in 
is no 
relad 
sc 
exis 
issu~ 
encc 
bet~ 
dust 
.,. 
.. ... 
Th 
perin 
18M 
inf 
:~ 
Women, organize I 
To the W omen of WPI: 
Wa are a group of five WPI women 
interested in starting a sorority on campus. 
The reasons we feel this is a gOod idea are 
as follows: 
- There is a need for unity among the 
WPI women. 
- for a diversificatlon of organizations 
available to the WPI women on campus. 
We've been working towards this idea 
for a few months and believe that now is 
the time to open it up to the WPI women . 
There will be a meeting open to all women 
on Wednesday, February 9 at 8 p.m. in 
Higgins Labs 101. Please join us to 
your npinlons and ask any qu,astliOIIIII, 
Refreshments will be served. 
If you are interested, but unable to 
the meeting or if you have any qu 
before the meeting, please feel free to 
to any of us. 
Hope to see you there, 
Karen Chesney, Riley 3111 
Beth Driscoll, Riley 316 
Cathy Linehan, Riley 217 
Elaine O'Neill, Riley 319 
Diane McConnell, Riley 
The sisterhood 
To the Editor: 
lh reference to the Dec. 7, 1976 issue and 
the article on Brotherhood we would like to 
expand your and your readers' knowledge. 
We do realize that you didn' t interview our 
house so we aren't disagreeinR with vou. 
- . 
A women's organization has started for 
the WPI women. We began our long road 
to Sisterhood In A term in 1975. After 
months of preparation, setting our goals 
and becoming united with lhe brothers as 
well as keeping our individualism as a 
sisterhood we became initiated on April 'll 
1976. There are presently 10 sisters wldl 
five mnre to be initiated on Monday, Feb. 
14. 
We are open to any interested WPt 
wnmen. Not only do we work with 011 
brothers, but we are involved in IFC and 
Community functions therefore 
disputing the charge as just " another socill 
('lrganization." We ere here now and we art 
here to STAY and grow with the WPI 
community. 
The Sisters of Zeta Pti 
On Pub privileges: -
To the Editor: 
I, too, have had problems getting into 
Pub Plttertainment However, never have I 
had trouble being admitted when I arrived 
early in the evening. With approximately a 
9:1 male to female student ratio. it ia 
refreshing to see an equal number of girls 
and guys in the place. I can sympathize 
Unfair fines 
To the Editor: 
Upon being presented with the letter 
which was subsequently printed In the 
Tuesday, February 1, 19n lasue of 
Newspesk signed by 80 Stoddard 
Aesidenta, I suggested thet Mr. Bainton 
invite a few other concerned Stoddard 
with the argument that atudents at Tech 
pay for Pub privileges and should be 
allowed to enter before outllders, but theft 
are too damned many guys around this silly 
place already. Let' s keep lhe sweatilt 
coming to our Pub. 
RobertV~ 
Reaidenta to come in and discuss the iaut 
with me in more depth. On the day before 
Christmas Recess, Mr. Bainton and three 
other Stoddard Resident~, John Roman. 
Sue Hallmeyer end Gail D'Amico discueaed 
[cont'd. on page 31 
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Environ 
Environmental policy 
by M•rk K~sey • vironmentel regulatiOns may be too harsh 
Now Is the t1~e to culmtnate all my on md ..... t~ as in the case of New York 
articleS on the ~nwonment an~ talk about state. The problem with the environmental 
a general envtronmental pohcy for the regulations •s that, more often than not, 
oeuon. . • they are made up by people who won't 
first, I believe It IS unfortunate that the quite understand the k' bl 
f · io • ft wor tngs, pro ems, 
.aue o enwonment ~~teet .n 18 0 e~ end limnations of an Industrial plant. They 
a;bofdmated to other . more tmportant assume that the companies have " money 
lllu8S Some people behave that there Ia a to burn" and can thus afford to pay 
conflict between !he. environmental issues exorbitant sums for pollution control. 
IOd the ~.onor~·uc easuea. However, the These plants may then be forced to close 
Fo«l adml~tstratton has report.ed recently because either technology doesn't Blust to 
., ove~ll tncrease of 400,000 jobs ?ue to Solve the pollution problem adequately or 
the envtronmenta~ move!"ent, despite the .the technology exists but is too expensive 
dolmgs of some ~~dustflal plants because for the ~ompany to afford. In other cases, 
of pollu_uon regulatiOns. These people may the environmental regulations are too lax or 
111o behave that there is a conflict between even nonexistent. One example of this 
our effo~ts to expand ener.gy output and would be 1n the area of disposal of nuclear 
the enwonmental orotectton movement w-te When n fa" 1 1 ed · .... . uc .... r was e a stor 1n 
and that we muat. choose between t~ese liquid form in storage tanks it often leaks 
tWO ~fforts. Certatnly It ." true there ts a out unless the tanks are made of especially 
c:ena1n amount of confhct between these non-corrosive material Nea B ff 1 N y 
ts b t I d 't bel ' . r u a o, , ., movemen • u_ . on 1eve we must '" Hanford, Washington, and In Maryland 
completely sacnfrce one or the other for the there have been reports of radioactive 
common good. In fact, I~ some cases these waste leaking out. 
movements have com~tmented each other Third, I behave that there must be In-
• In the ca~ of poll~uon control, where It creased research and development in the 
11 naN a thriving buameu for many energy aree of pollution control. Th' • '-lly 
-.cf companl81 18 • especoa 
Secondly, I bel~ that where conflicts true for developing coal aa our major 
• • energy resource. In this aree, there are a 
tlilt between the *?"wonmen~l protection number of alternatives in more advanced, 
illue and other --_u• that we ah~ld regenerative scrubbing systems 
encourage cooperatton and comprom~ liguefaction, gasification. and fluidized 
between env1ronmentallata and In· boilers. So, certainly the technology exiata 
cMtrilllats. In some caMe, I feel, the en- to solve the problem and what we ahould 
do Is to attempt to d1scover the 11ght 
technology that would generate ve~ little 
or no pollution Without prohibitive cost We 
should research further mto methods of 
polluuon control to s1ft the small part1cles 
that get Into the clouds and come down in 
the form of acidram. Also, further research 
must be drrected at developing 1nsectlc1des 
that are harmless, or virtually harmless, to 
other forms of wildlife besides cnsects and 
make further efforts in controlling pollution 
from the land such as that from fertilizers. 
Fourth, we should listen to the nght 
authonties 1n making judgements about the 
Importance and well·betng of our en· 
vlronment. The U.S. Bureau of Mines' 
regional coordtnator for New England has a 
"novel" idea for energy development in the 
White Mountains. He plans to mine them 
for the many mineral deposita they possess 
and then use the mine shafts for nuclear 
power plants. !Undoubtedly, he plans to 
get a ve~ lucrative, high-paying job 1n a 
company that does the mining, otherwise 
he would not be able to profit from his 
"novel'' 1deal. I have climbed twenty-three 
maror mountains in the White Mountains 
and I would not like to see thetr splendid 
beauty destroyed by such ventures. 
Therefore, I must vehemently conclude 
that people like him must be stopped 111 1111 
costs. At the same time, there are thote on ' 
the other extreme, call ecology nuts, that, 
for example, see the blowing up of a 
nuclear power plant as a diltinct poaibllity. 
However, I wiH point out that the reactor is 
designed to shut down once a chain 
reaction occurs. Also, the water in the 
r~tor as well as a number of other safety 
devices preclude the poeaibifity of such an 
uccurrence Thus, I emphas1ze thlll a 
"rruddle ground' of thlnktng &hould be 
procured to reach a reasonable, rauonal 
conclus1on about the dtrecuon of our 
env~ronmc11tal policy 
F1fth, I beheve that we need to cut down 
on the waste in many of our energy 
processes Th s can be done by changmg 
the process or engaging m producuve 
energy conservation measures. Bv this I 
mean make use of the wasted energy as 
well as the energy normally obtamed in a 
certa1n process Also, we should make use 
of cena1n kinds of waste such as metals, 
glass, wood, paper, etc. by either recycling 
lhem or compacting them into useful 
bu1ldmg materials. 
Finally, I must also conclude that we 
need a nauonal energy policy that em· 
phas1zes the development of coal and solar 
energy, but still stresses a reliance on a 
number of energy sources. If the 
technology can be found to best control 
the pollution from burning coal, as W1tll as 
getting better technology to lower the cost 
of solar cells, we may be well on the way to 
solv1ng a good number of our en· 
vrronmental problems. If these and other 
sources of energy are developed carefully, 
and rf the problem of controlling industrial 
pollution can be solved we may also see the 
soMng of environmental problems. These 
''ifs" will be answered once we see 'the 
results of the national energy pohcy 
submitted by President Caner on April 
14th. If we find thls energy policy to be 
unsatisfactory, I feel it should be yoor duty 
as well as mine to object. Hopefully, this 
energy policy will embody a number of m' 
suggestions. 
The lOP-where to. from here? Op:Ed: 
by Jim o.m.rry 
T,_.'a 1 point In just about any ex· 
plriment when enough de~ and ob-
..-.tiona are In hand to warrant drewing 
i••aa, reaching.,.,. conclu.tona, and 
llllpdng the subeequent conduct of the 
...,.tment to theM reeutta. I feel WPI has 
tiiChld that point with the lOP. I would 
.. to share with NEWSPEAK reedM 
-Views on the *OfY and the current 
and future condltiofw of t~ vital element 
~ 1 WPI education. 
At the time It w• originally fashioned, 
tfll lOP was to be, a~ with the 
lunlnitiee sufficiency, a major liberalizing 
lnluence in the eduC8tlon of "engineers 
wllh 1 difference". The faculty MW It • a 
Wlf of encou~ing atudenta to meaure • 
._ conaequencee and producta of their 
lllglnlering and science craftl in the aoclal 
clmeneiona of economic8, law, politlce, the 
IIMronment, g~ment, human need 
and behavior etc., ae well • In such 
flll¥*al terms ae lize, strength, per· 
famwnce, and reliability. Aeide from tha 
flct that this was to be accompllehed In the 
project mode, no one knew in any great 
.._.exactly how Jo pull off thlt tall order. 
No lharp constraints or boundary con-
dldorw were impoeed - the experiment 
-.on. 
h II now several years and many hun-
._ of lOP's later. What's ~1 
'What kind of lOP wo"' hat been done? 11 
lhl lOP contributing to the educational 
80111 of the college in the expected end 
hoped-for way7 
I ncte firtt that although the lOP ia 
"ltrongly recommended" and not atrictly 
l'lqUired, 'Yell over ninety percent of our 
PlAN graduates have done what a fair· 
Unfair fines 
lcont'd. from psge 21 
with me the Issue of flnea for damage to 
""tv equipment in the dormltorln. 
Briefly stated, the Stoddard Realdentl 
hed no objection to paying the coet of 
l'lpewing damaged equipment. However, 
twn issues were raised: 11) What 
authorization does WPI have to charge 
-.nts a fine for tampering with safety 
equipment? Neither the Covenan~ nor the 
Operational Catalog make~ any reference 
to fines. 121 Is it fai r to charge a fine to an 
tnllra floor when the individuals on the 
floof have no better meana of deterring the 
dlmage than do the achool administrators? 
Theee questions had not been raised during 
my brief experience at WPI so I agreed to 
look 1nto the matter. 
During the break between 8 & C T erme, 1 
WJa unable to f ind any authorization for 
minded person would caH an lOP (or at 
leelt clear1y not an MOP) • one of their 
two required qualifying projecta. That same 
fair-minded P8t"'IO would probably MY that 
a modest fraction of the IOP'1 repreeent 
excellent work, a somewhat smaller 
fraction appeer to be mediocre, and that 
the bulk fall somewhere between the 
extremea. He would allo obeerw, if he 
looked long and carefully, that the lOP do8l 
not benefit from the aeme level of careful 
planning and preparation that precede~ the 
MOP. 
The lOP w• not strictly required from 
the outBet for the very good renon that 
there was no universal definition of It In 
terms of proceea, content, atructure, Of 
charect•. That universal definition atill 
eludes us, but we're llttlng on 1 perfectlv 
acceptable eubetltute, in my judgement. 
and that' a the de facto ~ltlon of ex-
perience data gained in the y•rs of the lOP 
experiment along with the eophllticatlon 
and confidence built up amongst the 
faculty who've been doing the advleing. 
Many of theee faculty think that It' a time to 
reinforce our committment to the 
educational goals of WPI by making the 
lOP a genuine degree requirement. If we' re 
on target, and I really think we will be if we 
use our experience to date to atrengthen 
the science - society linkage, then we wll 
simultaneously have dOne a greet deel 
academically to belt prepare WPI students 
for the long-range needs they will en· 
counter during their careers. 
Another aapect of the lOP experiment is 
emerging quite cleer1y - moet of the 
projects done to date fit neetly into one of a 
dozen Ot so rather broad topic areas lin 
SOITl't way related to: enef'gy, environment, 
social 88fVices, consumer protection, etc.) 
Furthermore, distinct groupe of faculty are 
charging a fine. In fact, after discussing the 
issues_ with several concerned etaff 
members, I couldn't even dlacover a good 
reason for charging a fine. Mr. David E. 
Lloyd, Vice Pr81ident for Business Affairs 
and Treeaurer, felt that the threat of 
punishment in the form of a fine is 
degrading to the generally fine character of 
WPI students. 
The practice of charging finee for 
damaged safety equipment has been 
stopped. 
Now let me commend Mr. Bainton and 
the other Stoddard Reaidenta for the 
responsible way in which they thought out 
and confronted the iatuea. 
John A . Curtis, Jr. 
Mqr. of Auxiliary Operations 
asaoclated with eech of the respective topic 
areas. Moat of theee faculty appeer to have 
been consistent in their lOP activity over 
the past few year1, pretty much staying 
within one Of two of the principal lOP topic 
areae In their advillng. In theee cra.-
diacipllnary faculty groupings there exlats 
the potential for a vlgoroue approach to the 
problems of lOP preparation and quality 
control. To Me this potential we have to 
look first at a typical cMciplinary depart· 
ment and one of ita faculty ~ • he 
handlel theM problems. True, the quality 
control problem doN exilt in the 
disciplinary MOP, but I~ that It Ia more 
manageable by virtue of the hietoric:ally 
accumulated sense of relevance, quality, 
academic standards, and worth shared by 
that faculty member with hit colleeguea in 
the department. 
If our croes disciplinary lOP grou~ can 
ltart functioning in a eimilar way to 
collectively e~tabliah and enforce ex· 
pec~tlons and etandardt for preperation 
and quality, the velue to the atudent of the 
lOP experience can be greetty enhanced. 
Funhermore, the likelihood is high of 
achollr1y and profeaional activity growing 
out of theM groups' activitiel. 
Can theM grou~ organize, function, and 
eurvtYe without the conventional ad-
rninlatr8thle atructuree to prop them up7 
Wilt aome sort of qua.i-atructu,. be 
.,....ry7 Oueetlonl like thMe abound. 
Since Frank Lutz flm dlltributed the lOP 
Group memo, tuggeltionl have been 
forthcoming from several faculty for ways 
in which the groups could be Involved in 
the strengthening and inatitutionellzation of 
the lOP. We'd very much welcome further 
student and faculty input. 
Is nuke a four-letter word? 
byS.B. Fin~ 
In the January 19n itlue of the MN6 
PIRG Preu, there are two stories with a 
anti-nuclear pow&J plant slant One It a 
review of Maa PIRG's plana to protest 
nudear power plants and the other reviews 
some of PIRG'a objections to the planta. I 
am not a nuclear engineer and do not feel 
qualified to defend aM the objections PIRG 
"ae against the power planta but I will 
defend nuclear power planta on some 
points. 
The plants are built strong. They are 
designed to withltand a direct hit from 1 
crashing 777 jet. The pert of the plant 
containing the radioactive material are 
strong steel aurrounded by a wall of 
concrete measured in feet. Thus I find it 
hard to believe that any power plant would 
have a serious leek. Another recent ob-
jection to nuclear power plants is the 
danger that someone will steel the radio-
active materiel to make bombs with. 
Admittedly bombs are easy to make, but 
the radioactive material is difficult to purify 
and handle. If a terrorlat group wanted to 
wipe out 1 city, there are many euler ways 
to do it. A poison In the water supply will do 
the trick. That would be very eaey, much 
easier than an atom bomb. 
The Mna PIRG story suggeeu that 
altarnative energy sources be studied. But 
there is no mention of studying the dangers 
of thoae f'llternative sources. Their alter· 
natives are wind, water, coal, and 
geothermal. The wind is at belt unateedy. 
The beat places to put wind powered 
electrical power plants are pieces where no 
one lives like Antartica and the top of 
Mount Washington. That rneena the 
eteetricity has to go a long way which II 
inefficient. Coal has two major probleme. 
Fir1t it pollut• and aecond it must be 
mined. There are ~o ways to mine coal. 
One is in underground minea such • in 
Weat Virginia and the other it ttrip mining. 
Working In a coal mine It one of the ma.t 
dangerous occupetiona in the United 
States. There are two main hazards. One is 
black lung dieeaae. When one contrac:tt 
that disease, one cannot breethe. It acta 
like emphYI8flla. It Ia frequently fatal and 
alWays debilitating. The .econd danger Ia 
from cave-ina and exploaiona. Many minera 
died last year from thoee disasters and 
probably many more will this year. Mining 
coal Ia much more dangeroua than living 
next door to a nucleer power plant. 
Geothermal energy is very localized. Only a 
few pens of the world can uee it. There is a 
geothermal plant being set up in Cellfomla. 
A plant has been running in Italy Iince the 
earty 1900's. And the moat succeuful 
geothermal plant In the wor1d is in Iceland 
wheM whole citiee are powered by 
geothermal energy. But Iceland is sitting on 
the moat volcanic area In the wortd. Only 
volcanic area• can utilize geothermal 
power. Geothermal power has some nMtV 
pollution problems. The geothermally heet· 
ed water uled Ia so polluted that It will •t 
through the steel pipee uled to hold it. 
What wAI the plant do with the alka~ne 
water when it Ia done with it Remember 
the stuff is very polluted. The pollution Ia by 
the way natural pollution from the earth. 
The altematlvea to nucleer power do not 
look so good. The world is obvloulfy 
running out of gas and oil and the only non-
polluting Nfe energy alternative propoaed 
by Mat~ PIRG is solar power. Solar power 
plante are expenlive to Install and are 
Inefficient In the perta of the country moat 
energy starved. 
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On Projects: 
Students work with ERDA 
by Paul Cleary 
Three WPI students have returned from 
a month's experience on energy reaearch 
projects In Richland, Washington. 
The training program was administered 
bv the Northwest ColleQe and University 
Association for Science INORCUSI for the 
U.S. Energy ReHIIrch and Development 
Administration IEROAI. The students spent 
the month of January working at Battelle 
Memorial Institute, Pacific Northwest 
Laboratory. 
The three studentt are: Robert 
Oesourdis, a math major; Mat:.. Puputti, a 
mechanical engineering major, and Kurt 
Sonstroem, a civil engineering major. All 
three are seniors. 
Bob's project was to write .a Fortran 
program to calibrate a river basin model 
that simulated the flow and effects of 
changes 1n effluents into the water. The 
program var~ed coefficients In formulas for 
river flow so that information gained from 
the Pioneer 1 water quality model would 
approximate empirical data gained by 
tesung the rtver's water. Bob hopes an 
a1:count of h1s work will be published in 
8 :melle report. 
Mark's proJect concerned transportation 
or energy materials such ·as petroleum, 
nuclear waste, coal. Mark plotted what sort 
of materials entered and left each U.S. port 
and the capacities of refineries. He also 
compiled Information on what federal 
auenciel have regulatory power over 
transportation of energy materiela. His 
wen will be uted to help predict problems 
of eneroy transportation such as the 
frequency of oil spills. 
Kurt's work Involved predicting the 
availability of certain resources critical to 
solar energy development so that marlcet 
prices of solar equipment could be 
predicted for the year 2000. The project 
tried to predict the relative outputs of 
aluminum, bauxite, copper. lead and zinc in 
the year 2000. 
The students worked in the Trf..citlee area 
of Washington about 200 miles from 
Seattle. About 10 students from five 
colleges participated in the program. Half 
were from the University of Puget Sound, 
three from WPI and one each from MIT, 
University of Washington and Arkansas 
College. 
Bob, Mark and Kurt are all alumni of 
WPI's Washington, D.C. Project Center. 
Bob and Mark worked on a project with 
ERDA to measure net energy - the energy 
gained from developing a resource taking 
into account the energy expended to do the 
developing. Kurt worked the Department of 
Transportation studying the most effective 
means of moving handicapped persona 
through Washington's Metro subway 
stations to their trains. 
This is the first year WPI atudenta have 
applied for the NORCUS program and 
everyone who applied was accepted. 
Students intere.ted in Ieeming more about 
energy projects with NORCUS should 
contact Bob, Mark, Kurt or Paul Cleary at 
the lOP Center. 
1177 Pre-le&latratl•• ••• le&latratlon Soll•••l• 
fer Projeeh 
Two StudMt Academic Planning O.ys will be held this y•r so tt..t 
students may ..,..,...later for IQP's, MQP's and PQP's. Next week's 
Issue of NEWSPEAK will cont.ln a full listing of IQP Informational 
meetings to be held Feb. 23. Information will also be available on MQP 
schedules. Students Interested In PQP's can •lso get lnform•tion at th ... 
meetings. · 
Feb. 23- Faculty oHw Information on specific prolect •reas. Students 
who hive not selected• prolect •dvlsor narrow their Interests. 
tMrch 1 - All students mulf complete protect pre-reglstr•tlon. Final 
prolect regll1ratton will occur In Mver•l stages: 
Mllrch 1-Aprll 20 - F•cutty refine protect definitions. 
Mllrch 11 - Pre-registered students receive protect registration forms. 
April 1 - Students who did not pre-register may obtain prolect 
registration forms. 
Mllrch 17 - April 20 - Final prolec:t registration specifying title, 
registr•tlon number, etc. 
Good protects require gOod pl•nnlng. Decide now what you want to do 
for pro led work next yHr. 
Guten tag! 
The non-credit course in conversational 
German will be given again from Feb. 14 -
May. 19, 1977. It consists of 26 lessons, 
each centered around a film prepared by 
the Goethe Institute In Germany. It Is 
especially designed for beginners who have 
never had any German, but should also be 
very useful as a review for those who had 
the conventional grammar oriented high 
from 4:16- 5:30p.m. About 6-8 hours work 
outside the classroom should probabl'/ be 
adequate depending on the studentn 
background. The cost of the course is $3f 
for all members of the WPI community. 
This includes the text book and Cissette 
tapes. Class size will be limited to 20 
participants. 
school courses. The emphasis is on The deadline for application is Wed-
everyday conversation, the sort of thing nesday, February 9, 19n. All applicants will 
one needs to know when traveling through be notified whether or not they have been 
German speaking countries as a tourist, a accepted Any inquiries with regard to this 
student, or on a busineas trip. course should be directed to Professor 
The course ia offered three times per Eggimann, Atwater Kent 206, (Extension 
week on Mondav, Tuesday and Thursday 352). 
r------:;~~~~~~-F;R~G~;;;;-~GGE-;;"~';';R"(;"~;M------1 
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"uMrultK ·~t,IENCt UtrAKIMtNI 
MEMORANDUM 
Review Seminar for Competency Examination 
On an experimental a,.sls, we shall conduct a non.credit voluntary semlnu for 
one hour per week for thoH students wishing a review and Introduction to general 
topics in computer science. Problems of both general and specific nature will be 
presented for discussion. This seminar will be of use to those about to take the 
Competency Examination or those who mus1 retake it. Please contact one of the 
above Individuals prior to February 11th. The first mee1lng will be Wednesday, 
February 16 at ll :Ooa.m.in Higgins Laboratory Room 212. 
Professors Stephen R. Alpert and Dennis F. Barlow 
T.M. meeting 
A free Introductory lecture on 1he 
Transcendental Meditation program will be 
held Wednesday, February 9 at 7:30 p.m. 1n 
the Gordon Library Seminar Room. 
What does the TM technique have to 
offer to college students? It seems the 
foremost concern of students is the 
development of consciousness because the 
entire process of learning depends upon 
the alertness and liveliness of the mind. The 
TM technique is a simple, natural, mental 
technique practited for 15-20 minutes 
twice daily, during which time the mind 
experiences increasing awareness and the 
body simultaneously developes a deeply 
relaxed state. The TM technique has been 
verified by over 400 scientific experiments 
lrurn major mstnutes to systemauca 
unfold the full potential of the individual 
a holisuc way. A few spec1f1c benefits 
improved academic performance, t11 
creased orderliness of thinking, relief front 
insomnia, reduction of anxiety, 1mpr<JY1i 
phys1cal endurance. and tmproved per10n11 
relationships. 
All the students and faculty are cordillf 
1nvited to this introductory lecture entltJecl 
"A V1sion of Possibilities Through thl 
Transcendental Meditation Program". 
For more information please contact tht 
Worcester Center for the Transcendent~~ 
Mednation Program, 384 May Street or Cll 
756·2010. 
Police blotter 
On Monday, January 24, 19n at 10:16 
a.m., a call recelveq.,.at Campus Police 
regarding the mail van being involved in an 
accident - van struck the wall to 
Harrington Gym - a passenger · student 
was a helper in the van and had a slight 
injury - Struck head on windshield. 
On Monday, January 24, 19n at 11:15 
a.m., received a call re the locks on SA-104 
and SA-102 had been broken and r 
entered - not known if anything had 
taken - Locks had been repaired. 
On Tuesday, January 25. 19n at 3:11 
a.m. while on patrol security observed th111 
students having just completed tur~ 
over every piece of furnnure in the w 
Students righted same. 
ALFRED T. WHITN 
CHIEF, Campus P 
Alpha Phi Omega 
The new year brought in four new of-
ficers of Alpha Phi Omega. They include: 
President: Paul Angelico, Box 386. 
Vice Pr88ident: John Bourasaa, Box 
1000. 
Secretary: Bill Williams, Box 728. 
Treasurer: Jon Brucks, Box 1640. 
Some of our upcoming events will be: 
UMOC - Ugly man on campus -
Voting will be held on Saturday of Spring 
Weekend tApnl 231. 
Term 0 Book Sale - Books can Ill 
dropped off at the APO Office. Our ,. 
meeting will be Thursday, Feb. 17th, at 4. 
p.m. in the Omega room - acroaa tN 
game room near the Pub. New mem• 
are welcome. If there are any queeti«Jnt 
please contact one of the officers or leawt 
message in the A Phi 0 box, No. 2566. 
S.A.M. notes 
by 8l11ir HtiW!ey 
On Friday, February 11th from 9-10, Or. 
John K. Bragg will be speaking In Kinnlcutt 
Hall, Salisbury. Dr. Bragg haa received both 
his B.S. and PhD. from harvard University, 
and is currently Assistant Vice President 
and Director of R8188rch and Development · 
at the Singer Sewing Corp. He has llli 
been involved in many interestlnt 
situations; for instance he wortted as 
consultant on nuclear submarines for 
Weapons System Evaluation Group. To 
find out more about Or. Bragg, everyone I 
urged to attend, especially those inte,_. 
in the field of Research and Development, 
Exchange program 
There are a few openings for qualified 
students In the Zurich Exchange Program 
for1977-1978. This program offers e unique 
opportunity to learn German, to become 
acquainted with the European educational 
system, to experience the life in a 
somewhat different cultural environment, 
to take courses which are not offered ~ 
and at the same time fulfill the sufficiencw 
requirement. How can you missl 
For more information, particularly on the 
financial aspe~ts, contact Professor W 
Eggimann, IEEI, room Al<205 ext. 352 • 
soon as possible. 
No hitchhiking! 
Mandatory fines of up to $60 would be 
imposed upon hitchhikers in Masaachu· 
• setts, under two proposed bills to be heard 
before the legislative Public Safety com-
mittee, on Monday Febru11ry 14 at 10:30 
a.m. in Room 201 of the State House. 
House bill1119 sets a $20 fine. H.B. 1120 
would require the hitchhiker to pay up to 
$60, while the fine for drivers who stop 
would only be optional. Both proposals 
flatly prohibit hitchhiking from virtually all 
highways in the Commonwealth, including 
Ate. 2 to Amherst, Rte. 3 to the Cape, 
Routes 128, 96, 91, and Routes 6 and 28 on 
the Cape, and Rte. 7 in the Berkshires. The 
ban would legally include entrance ramps 
as well. 
Hitchhiking is currently legal In Maaaa-
chusetts, except for standing directly upon 
the roadway of the Mass. 'Pike. Current law 
allows pollee to stop any hitchhiker and 
demand identification, and take him into 
custody if he refuses to produce 10. 
Current law also allows pollee to remove 
hitchers from severely unsafe areas, 
without mandatory arrest or fines. "This is 
reasonable since moat state highways are 
ssfe with abundant breakdown lanea and 
clear visibility," says U- Mass.- Boston 
student and Legislative Aide Michael 
Scully, who Is opposed to the total bans as 
proposed by H. 1119 and H. 1120. 
Reps. James Collins (Amherst) and 
Richard Kendall I Falmouth) are proposing 
at the same hearing, a special study into 
"the economic, safety, a~ social needlf 
and benefits of soliCitation for rides." Their 
hill H 1~78 will be aired at U"le Feb. 14 
hearing. The study would also con 
effects on the state's tourist industries 
"the amount of energy saved the people 
Massachusetts through this practice al 
sharing transportation resources." H. 1211 
would establish a commission to do t:ht 
study, made up of state officials includiftl 
police, and also a fulltime student and "a 
person whose regular employment 
depends upon hitchhiking to work." 
" We must weigh the economic and 
human factors involved along with safety 
factors before making any changes In thl 
law," says Rep. Collins: "For that matter, 
have yet to see even the safety con-
siderations documented or detailed." 
" There may be other safety measurM 
available short of a total ban," notes Rep. 
Kendall, who is co-sponsoring the H. 1271 
Study bill with Collins. "Some states pOll 
pickup zones while others require llcensint 
of solicitors for rides." Kendall expreSIII 
concern that a total ban could have unfort-
seen effectS on Cape Cod's summer 
economy. He represents Falmouth. 
Legislative A1da Scully urges citizens 
who are opposed to e total ban on hitctt-
hlking to contact their state Senators and 
Representatives whether or not they can 
attend the FCJb. 14 hearing. Anyone can 
speak at the public hearing. Copies of tht 
three bills can be obtained by writing to 
Michael Scully, c-o Room 473·G, State 
House, Boston, 02133. 
lEd. Note: Newspeak has cop1es of the 
proposed legislation 1n our office, available 
for public viewJ 
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I I I Pres. Hazzard's letter 
[cont'd. from page 1] 
bolstered by several generous friends, but 
we need more to reach our million dollar 
goal. 
we do miss the give and take that comes 
from close association in Boynton and we 
al look forward to returning to Boynton in 
1978. Meanwhile it gradually appeara that 
rnoee who want to find you wm do so no 
m~tter how neatly you are hidden away In 
., unexpected comer of the campus. 
If, as we go along, we can renovate 
BITf"ton Hall (and then Sanford Riley KaU) 
• utilflctorily as we did Salilburv. Wf» will 
1111 happy and f()f'tUnate indeed. And if we 
Cll'l ~h up our Plan to Reatore the 
a.nce by finding major endowment fundi 
we could do many of the academic thingel 
tnll'ltioned earfief. We are at the $18.6 
,-on martc; but &VefYOnt knows that the 
1111 10 per c.nt is the hardest 
Tti.cohfJ• ActMty 
The Tri-College prelidentl continue to 
lllk ways of Improving quality or reducing 
COltS In the spfrit of Coopef11tive but 
.,.,.t• entlta Our careful atuc:tv of 
computer needs led ua to continue eeperate 
lftorta. Recently we received a small but 
lignificlnt grant hom the Carnegie Cor-
poration to atuc:tv the poaaibilitiea and 
problems of joint library operations. WPI 
Lbarian Albert Anderaon has been a 
Ieeder In college library cooperation in the 
past and should play an important 
leedership role In this new effort. especially 
Iince Carnegie is moat interested In new 
technological solutions to the information 
~. ' 
Equally encouraging Is the expressed 
interest in cooperation by UnlvefSity of 
Massachusetts Medical School Dean Roger 
Bulger. With his encouragement and 
support we are already doing Life Science 
t8188rch there and have an active 
biomedical engineering project center at 
lhe University Hospital. Recehtly at a 
ITI88ting of the Worcester Consortium for 
Higher Education, Dr. Bulger emphasized 
his interest in larger cooperative efforts in 
al areas of health services education to 
meke Worcester a major regional centttr. 
All of us share his hopes that joint efforts 
will bring such educational success to the 
cammunlty. 
Audemic Affairs 
With people, as with programs, the only 
COI'llltant is change. On January 1 1, 
PrOfessor Robert Plumb resigned as Head 
(lf the Department of Chemistry after ten 
veers m the position to devote full time to 
181Ching and research. We are fortunate to 
have as his able successor Professor Alfred 
A. Scala whom Bob brought to WPI In 
1986. 
h was with great regret that I accepted 
the resignation of Professor lawrence 
Neale after '37 years with WPI and Alden 
R8188rch laboratories. larry Is joining the 
large consulting engineering firm of C. T. 
Main in Boston as giving him a wider scope 
!~activity than he had at Alden. 1 t is always 
dluppointing to have someone so closely 
llied with WPI for so long leave us, but we 
hape "we have not loat a son, but gained a 
daughter." 
Professor John Mayer of Mechanical 
Engineering began a year's leave on 
Jlflla!IY 1. He will serve as an American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers' 
Congressional Fellow, working as a con-
lllltant to various congressional com-
nittaes and learning the ins and outs of 
Wllhington. One of two so honored this 
.,.r. 
Professors Thomas Keil (Physics), 
George Mansfield (Civil Engineering), 
Donald Eteson (Electrical Engineering), and 
;nhn O'Connor (Social Science and Policy 
IUdlesl have taken their turn in directing ~ Students at the Washington Project 
. tar. All report It a stimulating ex-
P8nence and especially rewarding because 
nflhequality of work done by our students ~here. But great credit goes to them and to 
wrnfer:tor Frank lutz, Director of the 
ash•ngton Project Center and Assistant 
Dean f,,, Projects for high quality guidance 
: assistance to make the learning ex-
1 ence highly meaningful. 
seem unable to keep up with the 
number nf times and places thai faculty 
;::mbers, Dean Bolz. and Dean Grogan 
At~spnken o~ wrirten about the WPI Plan. 
. he same t1me our faculty continue to 
!Jive professional papers serve on national 
::Wed committees, and participate in 
conferences. 
A few miscellaneous notes· 
M Allhur Gers tenfeld, · Head o f 
anagement, spent two weeks In early 
Jpnuary as invited consultant to the 
government of Taiwan advising on how to 
•mprove their R&D effectiveness in in-
dustrial productivity. 
Robert ~eura. Professor of Biomedical 
Engineering, helped NSF review college 
pr!_)posals for Science Courae Improvement 
Programa In December. 
'Karen Cohen, Director of our Center for 
Educational Research end Development 
gave an invited lecture on "Evaluation 
Penspectlves" to NSF's Reeearch Initiation 
and Support project directors. She hu 
been honored by the G1"81118r Wot'ceater 
JayCees as one of the Ten Outstanding 
la.dera af the Year. 
David McKay, Prof-or of Music, 
particlpeted in an American Bicen1ennlel 
program In Toronto. He apoke on " The 
Great Awakening" and Na WOtk "Colonial 
Requiem" was pertormed by a 60 voice 
chorus and inatruiTMif'ltaht. from the 
Toronto Symphony. 
Michael Sakal, Proteaor of Hiatory, was 
one of 36 U.S. schoiara ~('t.iclpating In a 
conference on "Trenc:la In Biomedical 
Reaearch: 1901-1978" at Rockefeller 
University. 
Herbert Beall, Profeaaor of ChemiaUV, 
~ned up hia fanner profeaaf at Harvard, 
w•liam llpecomb to give a seminar. 
Between Invitation and appearance at WPI, 
Professor lipscomb received the Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry. So Lipscomb's firat 
post-prize lecture was at WPIJ 
Student Affllirs 
Student project activity seems con-
tlnually to generate compliments for quality 
and service and bring further endorsement 
of the WPI Plan by outside organizations. 
For example the City of Worcester won a 
Federal Energy Administration Merit Award 
for energy conservation largely as a result 
of a project carried out by students Annie 
Harris and Christopher Mellgren. They 
joined City Manager Francis J. McGrath in 
award ceremonies at City Hall. 
Many letters m commendation come 
from Washington agencies where our 
project teams work. One such team of 
students Ellen King, James BurQBrella, and 
Kevin Northridge worked on "The Future 
of Energy From Refuse" and will present 
their report at the Eighth Pittsburgh 
Modeling and Simulation Conference this 
April. 
A really delightful "project" was the 
student-faculty production of Berthold 
Brecht's play Gslileo under the direction of 
drama professor Eugene Kalish. Fittingly 
and creatively presented in Kinnlcutt Hall 
the play emphasized the timeless nature of 
the problems of science and scientist in 
society. It was, however, no problem to 
enjoy the excellent performances of tl'le 14 
faculty and students playing 45 parts. 
On the music front creativity was also in 
evidence as our Glee Club joined with that 
from Regis College to do a European tot.~r 
that will include lnnsbruck, Munich, 
Salzburg, and Vienna. Funds came from a 
foundation grant, student contributions 
and many Club fund raising activities. ' 
Honors too come to our studena. The 
Worcester Chapter of the Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers recognized the 
nutstanding work of three seniors In 
mechanical engineering; Paul Carvalho 
Richard Clapp, end Laura Gardosik. ' 
Seniors Robert Desourdls, Mark Puputti, 
and Kurt Sonstroem are spending the 
January lntersession period at the North-
west College and University Association 
for Science located in Richland 
Washington. In a national competition ru~ 
by the Energy Research and Development 
Administration to develop a better un· 
Are you a salesman? 
NEWSPEAK is looking for 
people to sell advertising for 
the paper. Contact Mark 
Diluglio at box 2472, or 753-
9513. Experience not really 
-winning graphics 
des~qner Tom Daniels. 
Photo by Mark Hecker. 
derstanding of research methods in in· 
dustry, these three were the only applicants 
frnm WPI. Yet all were accepted. 
On the athletics front we can talk happily 
about our soccer team. Coach Alan King's 
1976 team finished the regular season with 
a 10-2-1 record. In the NCAA Division Ill 
Regional Championship Tourna:nent they 
defeated favored Westfield State 4-3 after 
four overtimes and a final goal from penalty 
kicks. In the final game they loet 6·5 to 
Brandeia, thia time in sudden death 
nvertime. 
Cnach Phil Grebinar's wrestling team 
went home for Chriatmaa with a record of 6 
wins and no defelta. Coast Guard broke 
the! streak on January 11 but the team 
bounced right beck with a triangular win 
~ APt and Williama. 
Our women's voHeybaH team waa 
ootclneed on the court but not • hoata for 
the Statewide Diviaional Volleyball 
Championship sponsored by the 
Mauachuaetts Asaociatlon of In-
tercollegiate Athletics for Women. Physical 
Education Instructor Susan Chapman did 
an excellent job of organizing and im-
plementing the affair with many com-
pliments from all involved. 
Just plain community service is 
something done well by CIUr students. The 
annual Marathon Basketball Game of the 
Interfraternity Council raised $2500 for 
Worcester's United Way Campaign. 
Swimmers from Alpha Tau Omega, Phi 
Gamma Delta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. and 
Sigma Pi plus other area swirnmen~ raised 
$4000 fnr the ha1.dicapped in the Easter 
Seal Snciety Swimathon. The Black 
Student Union and Lambda Chi Alpha 
conducted successful food drives to 
prQ\Iide holiday dinners for local needy 
families. And the IFC had a mammoth 
pledge week work party at the Nazareth 
H~me for Boys in leicester. 
One somber no.te was struck in 
November. Freshman Michael Muehe tried 
to enter his fourth floor room in Sanford 
Ailey by crossing the roof from another 
room but slipped and feel to the ground. He 
survived the fell but is paralyzed and still 
undergoing therapy. 
Miscellaneous Notes 
WPI had national publicity in the January 
10 issue of The Chronicle of Higher 
Education. A reprint of the article is en-
closed. It Is alWays interesting to see how 
nthers view us Each time some new facet 
catches the Interviewer's attention. Anne 
Anark seemed to see humanities. But 
already several university presidents have 
cnmplimented me with thinly concealed 
jeal(lUSy. 
An earlier article on WPI in American 
Education brought to the campus a 
repnrter for Amerrcan Illustrated, the U.S. 
Office ('If Information's publication for 
Russia. If it is published, WPI's educational 
prngram will have gone full circle since our 
first president, Charles Thompson, 
m!ldeled his educational program on that Of 
the Imperial College of Technology under 
Empress Catherine of Ruaaial 
We were alao delighted to see that 
trustee Dnrothy Simon was featured In a 
twn page, full color ad by Scientific 
'Amtlrfc.n In the January 10 iaaue of the 
Nevv Yorlt.er magazine. We hope a con-
vincing demnnatratlon for aH our women 
students nf what they too can eccompllah. 
Plant Servic81 has been aa hard pte8Md 
as nther New Englandera to keep the anow 
and ice under control on the campua. They 
are doing their usual gntat job with a 
miniature Ml. Snow appearing in the 
middle m the main quadrangle. On the hot 
side Manager ('If Student Residence 
Services Gnrdon Fuller and part-lime 
custodian Harold lindberg were in-
strumental in rescuing an invalid from a 
private home nn Institute Road when fire 
brntce !>Ut. 
In spite nf the insulating effects of the 
sn!IW and the best conservation efforts of 
Plant Services, energy costa this year are 
up a dramatic 35 per cent. Alas we have nr 
special legislative account to absorb the 
extra cnst, but careful budgeting and 
planning should allow us to cover this and 
the $2.50 per barrel nil price rise on 
February 1. 
Telephnne costs are on a similar 
escalator. A newly installed system will help 
snme, but at some user inconvenience. We 
hnpe soon to have an improved system that 
will cnntinue WPI's costs at a lower level 
than those of our sister institutions in 
W")fcester. 
In Conclusion 
As l'lur two faculty representatives join us 
at a B"lard meeting for the first time 1 
remrnd you nf lhat event's symbolism. It 
represents for me the strength of WPI -
joint commitment to common gcals. None 
'=lf us alone can make WPI great; all of us 
together can face and solve the very major 
problems 'If higher education. With 
tolerance and understanding we can 
continue to grow in the quality and con-
tinuity ot our activity - service to society 
through education. 
S~ncerely, 
George W . Hazzard 
President 
WPI 
READING COURSE 
Term C 
RECOMMENDED FOR 
Anyone wanting to develop or sharpen rudlng and study skills; 
anyone Interested in applied epistemology. 
DURATION, LOCATION 
The course will meet weekdays beginning Wednesday, February 16, 
and ending Wednesday, March 9, a total of sixteen meetings. Classes will 
run from 4:30p.m. to 5:30p.m. in Atwater Kent, Room 117, the large E. E. 
lecture hall. . 
CREDIT, HOMEWORK 
None • 
COST 
ss.oo. RA's, Graduate Students, Faculty and Staff receive a 
professional discount. 
PURPOSE, OUTCOME 
The course. Is Intended to offer students the means to extend the skills 
of understanding college-level wriffen material. (So.called "speed" 
reading will not be heavily emphasized.) It Is difficult to forecast the 
ran.ge an~ quality of Individual reading Improvement; one very rough 
ind1cator IS that the last time the course was given <Term B), the average 
reading speed of the class as a whole more than doubled. 
REGISTRATION, INQUIRIES 
Registration will be taken in the Office of Student Affairs, and at 
class meetings during the first few sessions. The Instructor is Roy Astley, 
Office of Counseling Services (Stoddard C, Phone extension 540.) 
Page 6 NEWSPEAK 
The Messiah returns 
by Tony Camas 
" Wake up, Tony!". One of my apart· 
ment·mates wu shouting In my ear. 
"What time is it?" 
" Eleven." 
" I don't get up until noon. Go away." 
"Yeah, but there's someone here to see 
you." 
"Tell him to come back afte. lunch." 1 hid 
under my pillow. 
"OK, but It's not a him, It' a a her." 
"Huh?" 
" It's a her - some girl." 
''Why the hell didn't you say ao7" 1 
jumped out of bed, tripped over to my 
closet, and proceeded to get dressed. 
"Who is it?" 
"Beats me." 
"What?" 
"Never seen her before in my life." 
"Hmmm ... did she say what her name 
was7" 
"Nope. But she asked for you." 
That was odd. Who would want to see 
me7 "Well, keep her buay or something -
I'll be right down." I finished getting 
dressed as I listened downstairs. 1 didn't 
recognize the voice, and I heard someone 
ask her if she was a friend of mine. to which 
r.he replied, "No, we've never met." I 
decided to forego trying to impress her in 
favor of getting downstairs before she got 
bored and left, so I skipped shaving and 
c:ombing my hair. I'm a slob anyway. 
As I descended the stairs, I caught a 
glimpse of her. She was absolutely 
beautiful. Either this was going to be my 
lucky day, or she was some kind of real-life 
"Charlie's Angel", investigating me for a 
murder, or something. Either that, or I was 
dreaming. That's it - I was dreaming! I 
tried to remember what it was one was 
supposed to do r;J wake oneself up. Then It 
cx:cu"ed to me that this was a good dream, 
so why wake up at all7 
I walked into a wall. That oughta teach 
me to trv and think and climb stairs at the 
same time. At least not before noon. I'm 
firmly convinced that my body cannot 
phy~ically function between the hours of 7 
a.m. and noon. But then, I was sleeping 
anyway. Wasn't 17 On the off chance that 
thiS really WitS really happening, I decided 
get a : • ..,ld of myself. I stood up straight, 
finished going down the stairs, cleared my 
throat, end spoke to my visitor. 
"What can I do for you?" 
"You're Tony?" • 
"Sure am. The one and only." 
She looked around the room. " Ia there 
somewhere we can talk?" 
This was get1ing interesting. "Um-
m ... yeah ... upstalra, I guess ... " I headed 
back toward my room. She followed, and 
closed the door behind us. 
"Look, I'm sorry to bother you. Did you 
just get up?" 
"Uh ... well, yeah, actually I did; but don't 
worry about it." · 
"Oh, I'm sorry. really." 
"That's OK" 
She smiled, and aald nothing. This didn't 
seem to be getting anywhere. 
"So. uh, what can I do for you?" It 
occurred to me that I had used that line 
already. Better not anymore. Wouldn't 
want to bore her to death. 
"You're the Tony Camas who writes for 
Newspeak, right?" 
"Yep, I'm the one." Gee. maybe writing 
for the paper has advantages after alii 
" Well, I've got a story for you ." 
" Oh? What about?" 
''Me., 
"About you? Whet about you?" 
" I've got a secret, and I want to reveal 
it."' 
" Oh, yeah7 Hmm ... this sounds in· 
teresung. Hang on a second." I picked up a 
ped of paper buried under something on 
my desk, and found myself a pen. I sat 
down across from her. "OK," I said as 
nonchalantly as possible, "what's your 
name7" 
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"Carla Carla King." 
"OK, Carla - can t call you Carla?" 
"Of course." 
Guod Now, what do you ha ..... to tell 
me7" 
" Well, it's like this. You remember Jesus 
Christ?" 
" Uh ... yeah, OK. I remember him." 
" He was the son of God, nght7" 
" Uh ... " I thought for a minute. One thing 
Newspeak didn't need IS another raligious 
article. I decided to go along anyway. It 
could be int8festlng. " All right, Jesus was 
the son of God, yes." 
"Well," she said, with a perfectly straight 
face. " /am his daughter." 
The stetement was so ridiculous that I 
asked a stupid question. " Whou 
daughter?" 
" God's daughter! I am the daughter of 
God." 
"Uh, yeah." 
"Really, I ami" 
"Look. sweetie, if you wanna get your 
name in the paper, you're gonna have to do 
bener than that. Rory's tired of religious 
articles and letters." 
"Yes, but this is different - I really am 
the daughter of Godl" 
" Sure you are." 
"Oh, stop teasing mel" She started 
crying. 
"Oh. OK. OK, get a hold of yourself ... l'm 
sorry." 
She turned off the tears as quickly as she 
turned them on. I decided to go along with 
the interview. 
"Well ... uh ... " I had forgotten her name. 
" Carla." 
" Right, Carla, I'm sorry. Look, Carla, why 
do you say that you're the dauRhter of 
God7 I mean, do you have any proof?" 
" Yes, of course I do. 
I waited for her to say something else, 
but she JU&t sat there I decided I would 
have to keep pushing her along. This was 
not going to be an easy interview. 
I tried a single-work question. ''Wen?': 
" Well what?" 
"Yuu say you have proof?" 
" Yes, I do. But I can't show you." 
" But, how do you expect anyone to 
believe you If you don't show them some 
proof7" 
" I don't know, I guess I don't. But you do 
believe me, don't you?" 
Despue the look of pleading.. in her eyes, I 
couldn't tell her a lie. "Uh, to tell you the 
truth, Carla, no, I don't, really." 
Bad move. She broke into a rage of tears. 
I tried to comfort her. " Aw, c'mon, Carla, 
what do you expect me to say? You want 
me to believe you're the daughter of God 
just becuase you say you are?" 
"But nobody belives me," she com-
plained, "Nobodyl Not even my parents. 
They even tried to have me committed 
once I" 
"Committed? Why?" 
"For walking around the pool." 
"For what?" 
"Walking around the pool." 
"Why? Can't you swim?" 
"You don't understand. I was walking on 
the pool, not around it" 
" Uh, you mean, like, walking on 
water??" 
"Yea. Except I fell In and nearly drowned 
the moment my mother saw me. He 
doesn't let me do thinga when anyone's 
watching." 
"He7" She started to answer, and then I 
caught on. "Oh, you mean God". 
"Yeah. Another time, I was walking 
through town with my dad. We walked 
past thie fruit stand, and my father ac· 
cldentalty knocked over a crate of 
tomatoes. The owner got real mad, and he 
called my dad some realty rude names in 
._.,.._ \-'\#0 Jnf. natf ra""•""l"t,.. 
·r.•e. I wunder what he was say•ng 
me • I forgot that he d•dn't know I 
lounges, so I told h1m the grocer had 
htm 'A ••••• ·•••• bastard • My father 
really mad. He said I had a dirty mouth, 
gruunded me for a week." 
"You speak Hunganan?" 
"Yes, of course. I speak everything.' 
"Yuur father doesn' t know t 
though?" 
" No une does. But my father hates 
anyway." 
" Why's that?" 
"'Causa he' s not my real father, and 
knows it." 
" Uh huh. Immaculate conception, 
"R1ght. My mother IS still trying to 
out where I came from. They almost 
up when I was born." 
"I suppose your mother's name is 
right?" 
"Don't be silly. My name's not J8SU~l 
either." 
" That's true. I suppose it would be a 
funny tf it was ,," 
" Yeah, I guess that's true, too." 
" Su why have you decided to let 
facts out7" 
" Because all these evangelist-types 
going around preaching all the wrott 
stuff! " 
''They are7" 
" Of course. All thts nonsense 
1mmurality on campus Hal" 
'"Ha'7" 
" Yeah. he. What do you thtnk God 
us genitals torr· 
The question caught me completely 
guard. I took a guess. " So 
could .... er .... use them7" 
" R1ghtl Adam and Eve weren't marr 
you knt~w." 
" That's ture. They just started begettJ1 
all by themselves ... " 
" Absolutely," 
''What about alcohol and 
"God's ~s to mankind! Booze and 
are great!" 
" But what about people like me? I 
drink or smoke. Does that make me 
" No, silly. Do your t~wn thing! As 
you care about people, as long a~ you 
your brothers and sisters, you're OKI" 
" Well, that's nice to know." 
" Sure." 
" Anything else you wanted to say?" 
"No, not really. That'a about it. You 
make sure thiS gets published, won't 
" Sure, I'll do my best, but, you 
don't write too many serious 
People are bound to think this is a 
"New, they won't. You just write it, 
don't worry abOU( the rest." 
" Well, you have my word on that." 
" Good." She gave me a kiss on thl 
cheek, and started heading out. • 
for hearing me out.''l I followed her. 
"Sure thing. And, look, if you ever 
someone to talk to .. .'' · 
" Thanks. I appreciate it." I opened 
door for her. She said goodbye and 
out. I called after her. 
"Hey, Carla?" 
She stopped and tumed back. ' 
"Yt~u .. uh ... doing anything tonight7" 
"Yep." She smiled. " Praying." 
grinned broadly and walked away. 
I closed the door, very confused. Aa 
turned back, the entire apartment 
staring at me: Someone said, " 
" Well what?" I retorted, nntter1dit111~ 
everything was completely normal. 
" Who w•s that?" 
" That, " I replied, "was Carla King.'' 
" Who?" 
"She's ... um ... an old friend." "But she 
said you'd never metl" 
"Yeah, well..." I headed back up towardl 
my room. "You know women ... " 
The WPl Community ia cordially invited to attend an 
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This Is your l•st chance to get a Consortium bus schedule this YHr. 1 
-------~--------------------------------·' 
Dr. Kenneth A. Thompson 
Director 
Open Univer•ity of the United Kingdom 
North American Office · 
on 
Thursday. February 10. 1977 
prior to hi• talJt on " The Open UniveraLty" 
at 
2:00 m. 
Q 
' t 
• 
• . t 
' 
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lcont'd. from pBge 11 
Thai was when Keith Berger made his 
Wing and reputation as the widely 
di5CUSS8d and much-wrlnen·about " New 
York Street Mime." Now, at 24, Berger has 
hit the big·time, booked by a major national 
tslent agency for a hundred or more 
pe!IOOBI appaarances a year in concert 
. hills and on university campuses acroas the 
United States, where his on•man, full· 
evening theatre of silence draws overflow 
crowds and standing ovations. In June of 
1976 he returns to New Yor1t for two 
Mlfling performanc• and a matinee at 
L,incoln Center's prestlgloua Allee Tully 
Hal. 
Although he usee a variation of 
tredltional Pierrot make-up, Bet'ger 18 not 
pet a funny-man like moet of today' a other 
.,~tul professional mimes and regards 
~ as more of an actor-dancer and 
lulioolat Unlike the dynamics of the 
French pantomime school, which are 
lyrical, lovely, eloquent and, at tlmea, 
pecioul and "cutttey," the dynamics of the 
Berger style ant apt to be ttacceto, 
medina-like, crilp like a coli reedy to 
~!)ring. sometime~ purpoeely harsh and 
jllty. Where the French mimee bela their 
nwtlrilll on external hllppeninge. Berger 
pr1fw1 to deal with inner tant81iee, ctr.ms 
IOd the aubconaciouL From eomething of 
., existentiafllt viewpoint, he alma to 
c:rtltl for his audlencee wortds and fHiinge 
outllde of aoclef aw..,..... forcing them 
10 open their minde MWt exercile their 
lmlglnatiofw. 
A typical Berger program includes eight 
to ten divers scenee choeen from a li8t of 
fifty or more submitted to the preeendng 
uplc:ea and runs the gamut from the 
lhleramusement of "Ropes," in which the 
IUbject discovers a rope and getJ all tied up 
in It; "The Fight," in which the mime Ia 
both bully and victim to hilarious effect; 
end "Nonsense and Insanity," which Is juat 
thlt; to profound psychological and 
!HoloPhical commentaries. In "Flame," 
1-. il a newly lit candle that eventually 
bums down in Ita brief, aymbolic walk 
between rife end death. In "Le Cirque 
Barre" he is a succession of odd ' 
cNrlcters of the mind, each doomed to 
Allut In a different way, led on by a 
rivnelfer who representa the "alter ego." 
Hii"Nightmare" Is a dream depicting the 
~re and erosion cauted by time, In 
which the character attempts to escape 
tine by burying It; hie "Whirlpool" Is man 
lpUI'Iaround uncontrollably as he looks for 
0111 clrection In which to go; hla "Plane 
Clllh'' is the etruggle of earth-bound 
lutwVty aspiring to spiritual !:~eights. In 
"lnltlnt Replay" he Is dealing with habit 
Pllllml which are played backward and In 
"Heed Piece" he ~k• off his head and 
PI Inside, where he Ia eventually trapped, 
• the head, bounced egalnat the ground 
.. • yo-yo, expends to enormous 
IIOPOrtiorw. 
Much of B«ger' a material Is vaguely 
~phicel and there ia littte question 
diet hie pteMnt preoccupation wtth the art 
otmlme had rt. origins In the play acting of 
Ill txeeptionally quiet, ahy little boy who, 
~ before he could. speak, frequently 
taped pareo._l discipline by locking 
'*'-" Into hie room and peopling his own 
• world of fantay. The parenta were 
both psychologials - Doctors Raymond 
lnd Frences Berger of La. Angeles, where 
~lith was born September 18, 1962, to be 
folowed by tw!> younger brothers. 
In Lee Angel•, Keith attended Riverside 
Orivt Elementary School. When his family 
moved to Chicago, he was sent to the 
O.W. School there, but later the Bergers 
~t beck to California, where he had his 
"""' school education and eventually 
enrolled at Valley College as a theatre 
major. Throughout his teens, however, the 
-..soft-spoken, youngster, who rarely 
COOformed with hla peera and did not 
Plrticularty relish academic pressures, 
COntinuously' sought outlet for his dramatic 
Cflltivity In explorative ventures of one 
kind or another Into the worlds of theatre 
'!'d dance which were already beckoning him. • 
At twelve he passed a clothing store on 
Holvwoocfs Sunset Strip, where a live 
mannequin had transfixed a crowd of 
window·watchera by holding a pose for 
fifteen minutes or more. When the act was 
floi&hed, l(eith went inside and asked how 
n Wla done. " You have to teach yourself, 
kid," he was told, "and someday you'll be 
doing it yourself." Keith taught himself and 
today his " Mechanical Birth," in which a 
1111 P8t'Son with elated mind is depicted as 
!lipped inside a mechanical man, is a 
particular hit on Berge(s touring programs. been practicing mime routines earlier in the complaint of an ice-cream vendor that he 
, At thirteen he wandered into a rehearsal day. wos tnterferinQ with the man' s trade caused 
of LA.'s avant-garde Avedon Black The PB!k was crowd~d and sudde_nly a policeman to evict Keith from 
Theatre and was so fascinated that he Berger htt upon the 1dea of playmg Washington Square Park, a hundred and 
begged .to join them after school If only to mechanical man. Soon a large group of fifty-six Greenwich Villagers si9ned a 
sweep tne stage and pull th~ curtain. ~le .gathered arou.nd. Keith went into petition for his immedtate re·instatement. 
Gradually he was given small acting parts hrs gonl!a act, e,captng from a ~age _by Eventually Berger' s street performances 
with Avedon and other semi-pro theatre swa!lowmg th_e bars. Then a scene m whtch were legitimized by New York City's Parks 
companies In h•s home city. At one point he a. b.'g bully . Interacts v.:'it~ . a mee.~ httle and Recreation Department, which put him 
got himself into the Rogers Circus, playing VICtim. He dtd a few o~ h1s 1llu!'!lons ; rope on a retainer to give pre-Christmas shows 
the small carnival circuit for several months pulling, playing the Plano, climbing sta1rs in Queens and Bronx slum neighborhoods. 
as a clown. He took some acting lessons and ladders. !he people laughed and And finally, at historic Cooper Union, 
with Estelle Harmon, studied jazz dancing a~auded. Kelt~ hoped some of them Joseph Papp presented him with a special 
with Valerie Camille, learned to play the m•ght want to giVe htm some mo~ey, but award on behalf of the City landmarks 
violin and harmonica. He became was embarrased to pass the hat. W1th head Comrntssion. 
acquainted with the surrealist theatre of hung, he reached into an imaginary pocket In December of 1973, while entertatning 
Jean-Pal Sartre and Anton Arteaud and and drew out an imaginary coin. The crowd at lunch hour near the Museum of Modern 
read up on it voraciously· saw Jean· Louis got the idea. Soon Berger had collected Art, Keith was "discovered" by Bill Perrotta 
Barrault In "Children of P~radise" and was thirty dollar&. He and his girl friend had a and Bill Fritz, executives In one of the 
excited and challenged by the film' a good meal that night with a little change to country's better known concert artists 
revolutionary new dramatic technlquee. On spare. managements, who happened to be 
a trip to France under the chaperonage of Before long ~erg~ .was M~nhattan:s passing by. A contract with Torrenc• 
family friends he encountered the resident street m1me, g1v1ng a da1ly show tn Perrotta (now Torrence Aaaociat•l took 
Japene.e Noh theatre for the first time and some heavily trafficked locale, where ha Keith off the atreeta and into theatree and 
turned on by ita unique kind of body would do SC!Mtnll of his quick character auditoriums from coast to coaat during the 
movement, Joined up with the troupe for a impersonations and a few "illusions" to 1974-76 seaon. Solidly booked now for 
llhort tour of the provfnc:ea. On hie return attract attention, then begin playing with more than a year ahead, he Ia a panicular 
home he began writing plays and mime people In the crowd that Invariably favorite at schOO. and colleges, where he 
ecripts. gathefed. He would mimic the walk of a helpe promote hi. own appearance~ by 
AU of this led to the Arnerk:an Acedemy waddling woman; brullh off the shoulder of arriving earty in the d-v and taking hll 
of 0111rna1ic Arts in New Yoric. where he a w.pping men and pretend to fell asleep "Mechanical Man" into catet.n.. unione 
enrolled at eewnt..,..and-•hetf and took on it; tug •t an invisible rope caught on a and loungea. Hungry tor mont, the studentt 
hia fnt torm.tleuorw In mime from P•ul IChoolboy'e briefcase; imitate a welting tot clamor for seats at curtain time. In marw 
Curtl8. who waa to exert a etrong aro.tlc 01 ._ke a camet'•lea anapehot of someone caaea he remains on campus for eeven.l 
lnftu.,ce on the young Berger and to actually llhootlng him. When he Md them days, conducting workahope or re.idanc.y 
whoee American Mime n.e.tre Keith all faeclneted and spellbound, one hand programs, and aometimea he doea a spec:al 
eventually gravitated supporting his would reach Into a ~et tMt pa.uaibly matinee for elementary school children, 
studies thent tw wnttrW:,."" ,...,_ ,., '~ ~ad In hla ak.i~tiQht trou.,., Wrth- who participate with him in a queltion-end-
_Ths psrformsr in 11ction - Ksith B11rg11r. 
Radio City Music Hall. Around this time he drawn, It would depotit an Invisible 
wrote his first full-length mime play, something Into an empty hat. The apeo-
"lnterruptlona," which had to do with the tators would respond to the hint with 
subconscious or alter ego eating away at a nickels, dimes, quartere and an occasional 
penson until he was totally consumed. dollar and Keith would be able to go on 
Because his alma mater, Valley College, with his studies at the Americen Mime 
wes willing to put up the money for a Theatre, pay his rent and eat three meail e 
production of "Interruptions," with Keith day. 
to direct and act in It, he returned briefly to Occaalonally one of hia street scenes was 
the West Coast, wor1ting with a group of interrupted by a heckler or the threat of 
students with no previous experience In "heil·fire and brimstone" from a ~reet· 
mime, whom he trained for eight hours a comer gospel preacher, and ~nee a g1rt he 
day over a three-month period. In four had been chasing as part of h1a act pulled a 
performances, "Interruptions" was well switchblade on him. On another occaaion 
received by audiences including several he leaped onto f!l8 back of a huge man W!'O 
Broadway and Hollywood producer& and had disrupted h1a act. The. man ~lied h1m 
its success solidified Keith's plan to return off with one hand, held h1m uJ*de down, 
to New York and become a profeaional then dropped him and walked off cursing. 
mime. • Keith never stepped out of character and 
Berge(s debut as a street mime was, the audience laug~. thinking It all part of 
however, a clear case of necessity the act. Another t1me a large . wom~n 
mothering invention, when he and the girl yielded to the Impulse of picking h1m up.'" 
friend with whom he had been subsisting her arms and rocking hi!", then carried h1_m 
on love and brown rice in a cold-water flat three blocks down Fifth A~nue wh1le 
In Greenwich Village were peremptorily hundreds of astonished spectators along 
kicked oul onto the street by an irate the route guffawed and Keith's audience 
landlord tired of waiting for his rent. It was ouaide the Hotel Plaza waited patiently for 
a Sunday night In June and the desolate his return. 
and rather hungry couple wa"dered into Cops who felt they should be dolng 
Weshington Square Park, Keith still something about anyone carrying on in 
wearing the black leotard in which he had public as Keith did, tried vainly to find legal 
&niWer period and perform pantomime 
situations he propoeea to them. 
Everywhere the reaction to Berger and 
his programs haa been wildly enthusiastic. 
"Keith was fantastic," the Chairman of 
South Dakota State University's Fine Arts 
Committee wrote in a letter typical of 
hundreds received by the mime'• 
management. "To put it mildly, he over· 
whelmed the stu~" "Berger is an 
exciting individual aa well as a master of the 
art of mime," wrote the Director of Student 
Activities at Elyria, Ohio's Lorain County 
Community College. "Berger makes us 
want to laugh, cry, jump and shout for joy,'' 
said New York's Queena College's 
Chairwoman of Creetive Aru. "He is 
tremendous. His humor and humanneas 
made ua feel warm inside. Queens College 
just mav not see anYthing quite as good for 
a long while.'' 
Berger has been seen on a number of 
network television showt in the past two 
years; stars aa a mute cameraman in a 
feature movie "AngelaC and is the subject 
of a 9-minute art film titled just "Keith," 
produced by BYty Budd Alms, which has 
won numerous· awards, including a 
Diploma of Excellence from the 1973 
Monueel International Film Festival, the 
1974 CINA Golden Eagla Award, and a 
medal at the Fourth International Film 
Festival In Theeufonica, Greece. Hil talenta 
have also been used commercially with 
conspicuous auecea to promote product• 
from watches to electronic organa. 
When he i1l not traveling to far-flung 
profeetional engagement:a, Berger makes 
his home nowact.ys in a 2300-aquar•foot 
loft In New Yo~'a artlatlc Soho 0'-trlct, 
with his ct~rrent girlfriend Ursula Bu~e. a 
dancer in the Jaffrey Ballet, and 8 Siameee 
cat named Oorie. Unfurnlehed except for a 
mattress on the floor, the loft serves aa a 
practice studio for both Keith and Uraula, 
each a helpful critic of the other. For 18verel 
hours every morning Berger himself does 
dance exercises to keep hia body supple 
and responsive. Later he worb on mime 
technique and form, using 8 mirror and a 
videotape machine so he can study his own 
movements objectively. His ahow material 
and Ideas are painstakingly written out in 
notebooks in a stlck-figure language of his 
own. He also finds time to write poetry and 
film scripts and play blues on the her· 
monica. 
Even without his clown-white, teary· 
eyed working mak•up, Keith has a kind of 
other-worldly look, his own hazel eyes 
deep-set in a pale face fremed by a soft 
round of curly brown hair. A slight, aii'T\OOt 
wraith-like figure (he has a twenty-nine· 
Inch waist) he lives on a simple, high 
protein diet and drinks gallons of coff8f) 
around the clock. Although he hat found 
the New York City pavements hard on his 
muscles, he still goes back to the streets 
every now and then to take renewed artistiC 
Inspiration from the people of so many 
divergent background• who are his 
audience there, many of whom wind up 
among the fascinating characters of Keith 
Berger's miming 
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Worcester Art Museum highlights 
Recent acquisitions 
The maJOr winter exhibition at the 
W orcester Art Museum highlights 
acquisitions in American painting and 
sculpture since 1970. Entitled RECENT 
ACQUISITIONS: CONTEMPORARY 
AMERICAN PAINTING AND SCULP· 
TURE. the show is installed on the fourth 
floor and will remain on view through 
March 20. 
The exhibition reflects t .. tet of the 
institution within the parameters of budget 
and availability, and is not intended as an 
in·dePth presentation of contemporary 
trends in the an world. Among the works 
on view, however, are repreeentative 
examples of significant movements and 
trends in recent yeara, such as lyrical ab-
strection or poet·painterty at.tractlon, 
cOlor field painting, minlmaliam, and photo-
realism. Conttructionlat approechea to 
sculpture are teen, ea well, in w()f1(a by 
laaac Witkin and louiN Nevelaon, and 80ft 
sculpture techniquea in a piece by Gillian 
Bredahaw·Smith. Previous exhibitions have 
1>reeented recent ecquilitiona of con-
emporary American photogrephe, prime 
and drawings. 
Speeklng of the exhibition, DirectOf 
Richard Stuart Teitz said, "The exhibition 
grew out of a deeire on the pen of Trust .. 
and staff to ... recently acquired palntingl 
and ICUlptura aaMmbled together. The 
Mu.eum hal very limited epece for the 
display of 20th-century an at preeent and 
the cunent showing ellowt staff and pub61c 
to examine our recent collecting patterns 
for the flrat time. 
"In aome respects the show ila modeet 
une, but it repreeents a significant com-
mitment to continue to collect con-
temporary American artlata who 
demonatrate coneiderable promlee. With an 
extremely limited acquisition budget, 
muaeuma like thil one tum to ernqing 
talents to augment their holdlnga In the 
hope that thOle art-.s will contlntle to gain 
critical appreciation and stature." 
Federal grant; gifts 
Several of the works on view w~e 
acquired under a matching grant in 1972 of 
$10,000 from the National EndOioYment for 
the Ana to purchase works of art by living 
American artiau. Paintings by W111iam 
Jensen and Jane Kaufman and the sculp-
ture Dou"'- Pyr~mid by Beverly Pepper 
were bought under this program. 
The largest selection 
of hard aluminum 
MEASURING TOOLS 
In tile I 
STRAIGHT EDGES/T·SOUARES 
METRIC RULES/L·SOUARES 
CENTERING RULES 
TRIANGLES/ CURVE STICKS 
INKING RULES 
and many others ... 
Among the 26 works on VIew, 1 number 
were g1fts to the Museum from area 
collectr .. ~. One of the earliest, The See 
Gull, painted 1n 1945 by M11ton Avery, IS the 
recent gift of the W111iam H. Lane Foun· 
dation, wh1ch also gave a Hans Hofmann 
painting and one by Abraham Rattner, both 
included in the exhibition. Mr. Lane and hie 
wife Sandra also gave two other Franz 
Khne abstractions on vlew.-
Mr, and Mrs. Sidney Rose presented the 
Museum wtth an untitled acrylic work by 
West Coast artiSt Manny Farber and Or. 
and Mrs. Nathan Cohen recently gave a 
painting by Nicholas Sperakis entitled M•n 
Without a F•ce. Kenneth Noland's Lyre 
was the gift of the Membera' Council from 
proceeds raised by Auction '75. 
Other acqulsltiont include paintings by 
Don Cole and Tadaaki Kuwayama, the gift 
of Nancy Hoffmann and Mrs. Albert lilt 
respectiVely. One w()f't( in the exhibition, 
Pwlazos "-/Mundo, No. 36 waa the gift of 
the artist, RobertS. Neuman, in honor of a 
fotmef Director, Daniel Ca"on Rich. 
Variety of media 
The exhibhion pointe to the highly 
personal stylet of pa.t·Wortd War II am.t. 
and the range of media available to them. 
From Christo's plexigiM Double Show 
Window to Manny Farber's kraft paper end 
acrylic work 15 feet high, to the more 
traditional oil on canvas w()f't(s, the 
compositions are 11 varied 11 the artists 
repreaented. 
Barbrs Rose Film 
In conjunction with the special 
exhibition, the film "American An in the 
SixU." futurlng intervt.w. beMeen critic 
Barbara Roae and well known con-
temporary en-.a, wilt be 8hown on 
Saturc:ley, February 18 at 10".30 a.m., 12, 
1 :30 and 3 p.m.; and on Sunday, February 
20 at 2:30 and 4 p.m. Admialion ia free to 
members 1or the film; non-members, •1. 
Douglas Fenn Wilson 
From January 20 to February 20, 1!l77, 
the Worceeter Art Mu.eum will exhibit a 
group of 18 watercolora and 15 pntela by 
the young California painter, Douglas Fenn 
Wilton in Gallery 115. Born in the San 
Franct.c:o Bay Area in 1963, Willon 
graduated from Oanmouth College In 1975. 
where he received sevwel honors, inclUding 
the Marcus Heiman Award given to the 
outstanding an student. 
Although he haa painted extensively In 
New England and the Carribean, moat of 
the work In thllexhlbftlon ia drawn from his 
native California. Two palnti~ are on loan 
from muaeuma, including "Banyan Treea" 
purchased for the Worcester An MuMum 
from an exhtbition at the John Pence 
Gallery in San Francl.co. Commenting on 
that acquisition, Director Richard Stuart 
Teitz said, "To find an artlat in hia eerly 
twenties completely mastering the 
demanding medium of watercolor is 
amazing. Wilson's technical virtuoualty 
combined with hie natural empathy for 
landscape immediately evokes comparison 
with such historic figures as Winslow 
Homer, John Singer Sargent and Andrew 
Wyeth." 
Tt:e artist will be present at 1 re-
ception in his honor Sunday, January 23 
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Museum members 
and guests are invited to attend. 
Thirty of the 33 exhibited works are 
uffered for sale at prices ranging from $276 
to $450. Purchases may be arranged 
througti the Curatorial Department of the 
Museum 
I did 
it~ 
Concert broadcasts 
WCUW, 91.3 FM, wiN~ a apec:ial 
treat fOf local mueic: liltenera during 
February. A rare tape of a concert per-
formed In Worceater wiH be featured on the 
weekly "Saturday Night Concert", 
Saturdaye at 7:30 p.m. Theae tapea are 
unique reoordingt~ of top folk and jazz 
an lata. 
WCUW·FM is the non-commercial, 
educational radio station operating in· 
dependently q,n the campus of Clark 
Univeralty. The tapas will be aired on the 
following dates: 
Ftbruary 12 - ANTHONY BRAXTON-
Let Braxton prove that hie Intelligence and 
soul are in his music rather than in his 
worda. Recorded live in Beeton in 
February 19 - BETTY CARTER -
is singing and then there ia SINGING. 
Carter alnga with the power, 
flexibifity of a consummate jazz 
Added attraction is Oeve Holland 
Recorded live in Worceater late 
February 26 - BOB DYLAN -
one uf Dylan's eartieat 
Recorded live in New York Chy at 
Gaslight ln 1962. 
The "Saturday Ntght Concert" 
continue to bring to the 
audience mualc of top rock, folk. 
soul, and JIU artiste that Ia 
elsewhere. 
Continental photographs 
A selected exhibition of 31 photographs, 
made approximately 25 years after the 
1nvention of photography, Ia currently on 
view at the Worcester Art Museum. In 1839 
Willilma Henry Fox ln England end louis 
Jacquea Mande Oaguerre In France an-
nounced1he Invention of the new medium. 
Urben aild rural landscapee, and claaalcal 
scolpture provide much of the subJect 
maner for these earty photographs. 
The exhibition which was organized by 
Curator of Photography, Stephen B. 
Jareckie, reflects the generosity of Mrs. 
Albert W. Rice of Worcaater who gave the 
works to the Museum In 1974. Entitled 
"Continental Phot.ographera of the 19th 
Century," the exhibition wUI remain on 
view through February 13. 
All of the works on view fall within the 
wet· plate era of technology in 
photography. Developed by Frederick 
Scott Archer in 1861, the collodion or wet· 
plate method allowed photographers to 
make larger and more preciaely detailed 
1mages. This proceas was employed until 
tea> when a dry plate method (which did 
not require taking a darkroom tent and 
accompanying equ pment Into the field) 
came 1nto vogue. 
Beginning In the 1860's, photography 
rose as a means of rapid communication 
readily acceaible to the general pubtic. 
Landscape photography auch as those on 
v:nvv of ~ilan 1'\y Gi11cnmn Brogl 11822· 
1881 ), of Venice by Carto Ponti 
1868-18761 and of Paris by Achille 
brought actual views of alien Ianda 
eager American public. MOfe than 
recordmg the topography, 
photographers gave serious 
consideration to their work. 
Three atudlea of claeeicel sculpture 
Thorvaldaen nn0-18441 provided 
photographer Georg E. Hansen 
1870) an opportunity to execute the 
figure in the nude and create nht'ltl\4!'1~ 
for a growing an market. 
Also on view are six stereographs. 
phenomenon of seeing an object or a 
in perspective by simultaneously 
two almost identical lmao- placed 
eye would see them, was discovered 
Charles Wheatstone (1~·18751 
By the close uf the 1860's the stenoarll 
was universally received and in 
has enjoyed a resurgence in 
antique Hies. Adolphe Braun (1811· 
became well·known for his Alpine 
several uf which are included in 
show1ng. 
Six cabinet photographs of le Havre 
Marseille are also on vlevv. The 
photograph, an albumen print mou 
a 6% x4 ~ card, was introduced in 
In 1886 and gained quick acceptance. 
The current exhibition offers a look 
Europe uf 100 years ago and the 
taste of the time. 
Tlte Clteaa Club Refurnsl 
If you ue lnternted in pl•ying chess in touruments, or lust 
for fun, drop •line to: John Downes, Box 161 or O.vt Drevinsky, 
Box 461. We will notify you when meetings begin. 
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WCHC radio goes F.M. 
WORCESTER, Mass. - WCHC·AM, the 
Holy Cross College student radio station, 
hll been granted permission by the Federal 
Communications Commission !FCC) to 
beCQme a non commercial, education FM 
stJtlon, according to Richard M. Patterson, 
st~tlon manager. 
The FCC permit will allow the station to 
begin immediate construction of an FM 
nnamitting facility at Hogan Campus 
Clnttw and, upon completion of con-
strUCtion, a broadcasting license will be 
iMd. 
Petterson, a junior history major from 
CanterVille, Mass., estimated that purchate 
IIIII installation of the equipment would 
liD from 46 to 76 days, depending on the 
length of time needed for delivery. If the 
equipment is Installed within 46 days, the 
....,.. will begin broadcasting during the 
-=ond week in March. If construction 
.._ longer, the station will not begin 
lllaldcatting until September. 
Vnder ~he new license, tha station' will 
apply for 1ha call letters WCHC·FM and will 
be located at 89.1 MHz !Megahertz) on the 
FM dial. WCHC·AM currently broadcast 17 
hours a day; from 7:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m., 
seven days a week, with a range limited to 
the Holy Cross campus. The FM station will 
continue with at least as many program-
ming hours and will have a range that will 
extend to Worceeter and the surrounding 
communities. 
WCHC-AM was founded in 1948 and is 
run entirely by Holy Cross students. It Is an 
ABC Contemporary Network affiliate, a UPI 
affiliate, a member of the Ivy League 
Broadcasters, and a member of the Inter· 
collegiate Broadcasting System. It has a 
steff 1:>f about 100 and concentrates on 
contemporary music, specialty programs, 
and Holy Cross news and sportS. Under the 
FM license, the station plana to expand this 
format to include programming needs for 
the Worcest&f area. 
Prints at museum 
The fine uT three didactic exhlbltloM, 
Exploring Printmaking Technlqu ... Ia 
cunnttv on view at the Worcester Art 
~m. The exhibition, organized by Ellen 
R. Bnzin, Aaoclate Curator of Education, 
lftd Or. Timothy A. Riggs, Curator of Prints 
lftd Drawings, is devoted to relief 
lldlniquee, the olde8t of the three primary 
IYIIII of printmaking proceaea to be 
lllllknd - relief, Intaglio and planographlc 
prints. 
The show wRI ramain on view through 
Ftbrull'y 'Il and is made pouible by a gift 
11om Thomas Smith Company, Worce.ter. 
Thl current exhibition will be followed by 
Exploring Printmaking Techniquee II: ln-
llglo (March 1 • April 10) and Ill: 
l'llnographic Prints (April 12 - May 22). 
A print, by deffnltlon, refers to an image 
wtich has been created through the 
lllnlference of marks from a matrix, 
lallllv made of wood or metal, onto 
lnOdler surface, usually of paper. In relief 
lllin*1g tht matrix block is cut with tools 
~~~wing raised and recessed areas. Tha Ink 
.._ to the raised areas and when 
lppplled to paper, an image Is transferred. 
The most familiar types of relief prints are 
lhl woodcut, wood engraving and the 
IlliCit cut. Although relief prints were made 
In China during the Tang Dynasty (618-
0), the process did not begin in the WMt 
llllil the and of the Middle Ages. By the 
llenllaaance, printmakers in Europe had 
.., the task of simulating painting and 
dllwing. .. 
DUring tha Baroque epoch, Pubens' 
IIUdlo produced wooodcuts likened to the 
rhvthms and dramat1c chiaroscuro effects 
found in his paintings. By the 19th century, 
some artists were printing woodcuts with 
many separate blocks of color to render a 
polychrome picture appproximating the 
effecta of painting. 
Many modern relief printmekerw like 
Munch and Schmidt-Rottluff, represented 
in the current exhibition, explored the linear 
and two-dimensional natura of the relief 
proc-. 
Exhibition TrtiCfiS History 
Tha current show contains 30 prints 
drawn primarily from the Museum 
collection. Tha prints range from a 1483 
hand-colored woodcut and a late 16th-
century woodcut of s.mson Rendering th8 
Uon by Albrecht Durer to 20ttt-century 
examples. Leonard Baakin's wood 
engraving, View in Worcetster, was 
executed when tha artist lived In tha city 
and taught printmaking at the Worcester 
Art Museum. Also on view are prints by the 
Mexican artilt Posada, Picasso, and 
Japanese prints from the John Chandler 
Bancroft Collection. 
Lecture Course 
In conjunction with the three exhibitions, 
the Museum hat organized a series of 
seven lectur• on • tha history and 
techniques of printmaking. The Wed-
needay evening 88fiea beginning February 
23 will feature print curators and print· 
makers from tha New England area. 
Registrations at $30 will be accepted 
through February 1. 
On Tuesday, February 8 at 1:30, Mrs. 
Thomas L. Salter will discuss the exhibition 
in a decent gallery talk. 
Dutch still lites 
Richard Stuart Reitz, Director of the 
Worcester Art Museum, announces the 
IICent acquisition of a StiU life with Birds 
bv the 17th-century artist William Gowe 
ferguson (1632·33-16951. The acquisition 
Wll made through funds restricted for that 
IIU'1)0H from the Theodore T. and Mary G. 
Ellia Fund. The oil on canvas painting which 
""-urea 'Il by 21 inct'!es Is currently 
ftetured in the Court Appearance aeries on 
tht first floor. 
A native of Scotland, Ferguson even-
IUII!y travelled to Holland where he ap-
lllltntty spent most of his painting career. 
Although nothing Is known of Ferguson's 
lr1iltic training, his many still fifes of dead 
birda and hunting objects strongly suggest 
!he Influence of one of the masters of this 
8lnre. W1llem van Aelst (1626-26-c. 1683). 
Game pieces became popular subject 
art duri the 
R.A. 
of the 17th century. The majority were 
painted at Utrecht, The Hague and A!Th 
sterdam where there lived a wealthy class 
who not only could afford to keep hunting 
grounds, but also liked to surround 
themselves with reminders of their favorite 
pastime. 
The recent Worcester acquisition Is 
based on the sport of falconry. A partridge 
and several bullfinches are combined with 
objects used in the hunt: a horn, rufter or 
falcon's hood, and a net with stakes. 
Serving to set off the sporting motif are a 
rich green drapery, a marbl&topped 
conaole and a drape covered niche, all 
suggesting the kind of aristocratic setting In 
which such paintings originally hung. 
Still Life with Birds was illustrated In 
color on page 53 of the new Worcester Art 
Museum cookbook in which the painting 
the Poultry seler.tlnns. 
All Interested students MUST 1ttend 1 mMHng regarding 
selection procedures, expeditions 1nd applications on either: 
Tuesday, February 15th-s :30-6:30 p.m. 
Gordon llbr1ry Seminar Room 
OR 
Wednesday, February 16th-4:15-5:15 p.m. 
Gordon Library Seminar Room 
Any Conflicts See: Dean Sherer 
Office of Student Affllrs 
O.niels Hall 
Ext'tnsinn ?01 
Cantilena concert 
The Cantllena Quintet, an unusual 
woodwind ensemble, will appear in concert 
Sunday, February 13 at the Worcester Art 
Museum. The Concert, which begins at 3 
p.m., is sponsored by a gift from Peoples 
Savings Bank, Worcester. It is frett an open 
to the public, although non-members of the 
Museum are required to pay general ad-
mission. 
The Cantilena Quintet Is comprised of 
five women musicians and is based In 
Sharon, Massachusetts. 
Tha program will include seleotlons from 
the 17th and 20th centuries, some 
especially composed for their combination 
of wind Instruments, clarinet, oboe, flute, 
hom and bassoon . 
TheMisrs 
Donna Hleken, a graduate of Boston 
University, is principal flutist with the 
Boeton Civic Orchestra. Ellen Dunn, a 
graduate of Michigan State Univeraity, 
plays oboe with the Rhode Island 
Philharmonic as well as with the artists 
lnternatlonala Opera Orchestra. Cynthia 
Brown, horn, performs with the same 
orchestras as well as with the Boston Civic 
Orchestra. A clarinetist with the con· 
temporary chamber ensemble, Dinosaur 
Annex, Katherine Matasy as a graduate 
of the New England Conservatory. 
Bassoonist Rebecca Eldredge studied at 
Lowell State Collage and the University of 
New Hampshire where aha is currently a 
faculty member 
The Progrsm - Gavotte with Six 
Doubles. Jean-Phillipe Rameau;Partita for 
Wind Quintal, Irving Fine; Old Hungarian 
Dances of the XVII Century, Ferenc Farkas; 
Suite for Wind Quintet, Ruth Crawford· 
Seeger; Pastorale, Igor Stravinaky; Kleine 
Kammermusik, No. 2, Paul Hindemith. 
"Night Floating Discs" by Alan Siegel. 
We're 
going to give you one 
emphatic statement 
about the future 
of the 
computer industry 
arid the future 
of your career. 
APPLY! 
If you have ·a degree in Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering , or Computer Science, contact your placement 
office for further details. Digital Equipment Corporation is an 
equal opportunity employer. mi t. 
~amaoma 
digital equipment corporation 
Page 10 NEWSPEAK 
Beaver Brown in concert 
by Danny Higgms 
Around the night club scene In the 
Southem New England area, the words 
"Beaver Brown" means a true succeat 
story. The group, in three short years, has 
developed a following that makes them one 
of the hottest acts in the area. What makes 
this so? Well, that' a what we intend to find 
out In thia article. 
When I first caught up to them, they 
were performing at the Providence Civic 
Center es a feature band in a showcase of 
area talent Their presence on atage 
reflected their music - hard, moving, and 
new. There was a certain charisma about 
the band in the way that they took "oldie" 
material and presented it Jn their own 
fashion. That's what was new sounding 
about the band - They had their own 
sound! Aa John Cafferty, guitariat and leed 
vucaht, told me at a get together lftar the 
concert, "We all think mu8ic:elty In the 
same vein, and are thetefote eble to get our 
individual musical ~ acroa aa a 
slngt. unit." He went on further to com-
ment, "What we haw done ia tried to take 
exildng material and preeent It the w-r we 
feel it - lt'e 1980'e compoeldont with a 
1978 a....,., Brown eound." And the 
a....., Brown aound II the beet dalcrlpdon 
one can come up with efter heeling the 
group. 
The unrt I that's the best way to describe 
t~em, because they do sound aa one unit} 
rs headed up by John Cafferty on guitar 
and vocals. His strong vocals and dynamic 
stage presence seam to electrify his 
audience as soon as h.a starts up. Next to 
him, Paul Jackson on tenor aax adds 
another dimension of sound on his soloa. 
Also up front, and an equally good 
showman, bassist Pat lupo drivea hard on 
his Instrument. Although partially hidden 
by his Hammond organ and concert grand 
piano, Bob Catoya •s very much 10 there. as 
is evident in the sound he achieves. Finally, 
percussionist Ken Silva keepa the strong 
rhythm gorng in the style that rounds out 
the Beaver Brown sound. 
Ken O'Brien, their manager, was quoted 
aa saying, "Out of ell the groupe that I have 
managed and booked, theN are the boys 
that I'm betting on - Right now, we're 
negotiating with three major r.cord labe6a 
and they're all v«v excited about the 
group.'' 
Excltement certeinly ie an un-
derwtatement for the impact thlt Beever 
Brown illeevlng on the eree. The group il 
definitely deltlned for bigger end better 
thinge, eo catch them now 10 ttwt you can 
one dey tit end uy, "I ...,.,.,..,., them 
when -·· 
The BHver Brown B•nd 
Glee club announces concert 
by Chllrl• ~nten 
After euch a eucce.ful European 
Concert Tour during Janu8fy, the WPI Glee 
Club and the Regis College Choir are proud 
to announce that they will be performing in 
concert on Sunday, Feb..u.ry 13, 19n. The 
concert will tonlilt of Music eung while in 
Germany and Auatril and wm be held at 
Trinity lutheran Church on the comer of 
Salilabury and Lancaster Streeta at 4 p.m. 
thla Sunday. 
1MW .. - 1t1 ,_ ,. hllft ,_ 4-1 I·•· IWI 1IIIMIIII 
..,. .., IN ,., ... ,., (.U. ., '-"· 
,...aents 
ROGER SALLOOM 
Frid;;y, Febru1ry 11 in the Wedae. 
9 p.m. Free. 
A CoHee HOUM fterformaiKI 
Dave Mason Concert 
INCOME: 
1,112 Studentttctt.tuUs.oo 
47 StaH tickets at M.OO 
760 Hoft.WPI tldcets at $7.00 
117 Complimentary 
2,306 Total Attendance 
EXPENSES: 
DaveMison 
Ror(O.IIelher 
Organ, piano nntal for Dave Mlson 
Organ rental f« Ror( O.l ... her 
Sound & L""h 
Tldcets-posten 
Spotlltht nntal 
Piano rental for Rory O.lltther 
Harrington rental-staging & Mcurlty 
Radio Spots - WAAF 
Clean-up Crew 
Forte Lift Operator 
TravelexpenHS to Boston 
Food refreshment for bands, stage crew 
and worklnt crew 
M,t10.00 
212.00 
5,320.00 
Total Income $12.512.00 
10,000.00 
1,000.00 
475.00 
100.00 
2,500.00 
177.00 
231.00 
110.00 
1,170.64 
• 300.00 
110.00 
2.5.00 
45.00 
270.00 
Total Expenses 116,590.64 
Sctme from LOVE AND DEATH. 
Woody takes on Tolstoy 
On Sunday, February 13th, Lana and exclalma as he I'MC* for her in 
Lights II proud to ~ Woody Allen's nuptial bed. But In time, Sonje 
wve lHtd DHth: one of hie ..nee of ftlml quite the ctom.liceted wife, 
"deeling with anguiah, deepalr, dteed, feer, extent of cooking up euch 
and loneli.,.. (the comediea.l" delicac* • "e eurpriae deaert - a fNII•ld 
The movie Mfb beck to the romantic bowl of aleet.." 
pat, thue edding another to the lilt of Big The climax it reeched when Boril 
Subject~ which Woody hal ~~reedy tried on caught in an inune plot to _..,._. 
for eize and found. if anything, too amen. Napoleon, and Ia Mntenced to be ahot 
Revolution (8anan••J. sex (Everything you is phik»ophlcal~ "Ev«v man hal to 
Alwlty• W•nted to Know). •vent rhtl future sometime. I have to go et 6 e.m. It 
of mankind (S/Hp.,-1. have all been a.m., but I hive a good lawyer." He 
transformed from mere gleems In Woody' a revelation from God that he will 
beady ev• to very funny Image~ in hit doned, but in thla caee, God hlppena 
camera lens. wrong. But what ia deeth, anyway? 
Wood(• thin diaguiae thil time ia of poet's soul knowa: "I shall dwell in 
Borla Grushenko, a reklctant draftee in the house of the Lord for al~ntha - with 
Ruaian Army dunng the Napoleonic Wara. option to buy." 
Boris is plain scared by the proepect. "Lov• end Dtlath is W~ Allen's 
"lllept with a light on in my room until I grahdest work. It's Jhe film God 
was 30," he explains. But the Czar it not to tried to stop, a sWeeping. sic:t. 
be denied, and in he goea, nervously splitting 'P'Ctade. The Woody 
clutching hit prized butterfly collection. Allen character has never before 
Wonder of wonders, he emerges a hero, been as completely utilized." 
"the famous coward all St. PeteraburQ ia Vincent Canaby, New Yoric Timet 
talking about." Boris Ia in love with hie 
couain Sonja (Diane Keeton.) She is not In 
love with him. but has been with almott 
everybody else: asked for a lilt of her 
tialaonl she dam back, "In the midtown 
area?" But at length she promiael to marry 
him in the unlikely event he aurvlv• a duel 
with an expert marksman. "Are you lUre," 
ahe demanda, "he's a good shot?" 
Survive he doea, end soon Sonja flnda 
hel'llelf married to an experienced lover. 1"1 
P,ec:tlce a lot when I'm alone.''l Even ao, 
ahe Is dubious. "Oon'tl Not here!," lhe 
"I haven't seen It yet, but I hear it'l 
pretty good.'' 
Ron GuiOWMI, WPI 
''Great. •• aweiL •• magnifiCent ... as 
.. good as can be ... " 
Roget'e Theaeurua 
Once again, come and see for 
wve •nd DHth Sunday, February 
Two ahowlnga: 7&9 p.m. In Alden 
AdmiMion: still only •1. A Lena and 
production. 
All pre-registration material for 1977-78 will be in 
student mailboxes next week. Please return these as 
soon as possible, as people wi II be pre-registered in the 
order of return. It is recommended that every student 
see his or her advisor before Planning Day, February 
23. The new Operational catalog will arrive late next 
week. Copies will be available in the bookstore. 
John P. van Alstyne 
Dean of Academic Advising 
AIIITIIHII A hi._,_.,,. 
by WilliaM lkltler YHts 
Feb. I, l:l0-f:30 p.m. 
Feb. f, l:l0-f:30 p.m. 
Feb. 10, 10: 30 p.m. 
Alden tt.ll 
Neeclld: dancers, alnllf'l, acton, Musicians (ft~M~Cially recorder, percussion 
gult•r>, set dell~. costumer. technical director, •ncl anyone Who likes w.a. 
PrOduction In D·term, Gene K•llll'l, director. Ofte.ttllrd unit credit •v•llabte 
15-P. 
WP I Spectrum presents 
KEITH BERGER-mime 
Monday, February 14 Alden Hall, 8 p.m. 
WPI Clnematech 197'-"77 
• EARLY ACADEMY AWARDS: 
"Civlltldt" Tuesday, Fe~. 8 
"The Merry Widow" Tuesd1y, Feb. 15 
Both films will be shown In Klnnlcut Hall at 7:30 m. 
ough climb to the sun 
by Chris James 
most people sit in their homes at this 
year, wondering what to do during 
and snowy weather, few of us took 
Maine woods for ten day. during 
The trip was lead by Prof. 
and Kohler of CM. We were baaed 
State Park, where Mt. Ketahdin 
dominates the scenery. 
preliminary planning wes 
as temperatures down to ..eo 
Farenheit could be expected, aa 
abundance of snow. Ae about 60 
cross country skiing was an-
most members had to practice, to 
an 80 lb. pack affect• one's 
left from lovely Worceater on 
y 15th for equally impoaing 
, Maine, home of Doris Young's 
Home, where we SJ)ent the night. 
ride up was rather unlnteretting, 
for the traffic problems we caused 
off for lunch at Mac's on the Maine 
last "civilized" dinner was eaten at 
ocket Mac's and spent the 
packing food, adjusting crampons, 
-lhNtll and skis. Getting the usual 4-5 
sleep before the start of an ex-
we awoke to the ever cheerful Dr. 
Doc). He always seemed to be up 
to go when the rest of us needed 
lllfeine fix. 
Pltroning the Millinocket Mac's for one 
line, we set off on the Maine logging 
up to the Sourdnahunk ( pronounced 
hunk). We were to camp here for 
nights, to acclimate ourselves and to 
In shape. The six mile ski In was 
fairly level, so our packs didn't 
us too much. Prof. Kohler (Joe or 
broke both bindings on his skis so 
lilt downhill into camp was performed 
gravity and friction only. 
two of the cook groups built snow walls 
front of the lean tos for wind protection. 
group, consisting of Joe, Pete (White 
Nelson, Dave Smith and muself, 
to rough it. We were also too lazv. 
v .. as visited by a fox, who made 
Pete's bowl and spoon. 
destination the next morning was 
Brother (el. 4149). We woke up at 6 
·2 degree temperatures and snow. I 
think it could snow when it was this 
Eating a quick breakfatt of granola 
hot cocoa, we skied the 3.6 M to 
MArwtt\n Trail. This trail aacended up 
Brother. The slide was reeched with 
this is a steep slope, filled with 
and scree. In the winter, there Ia 
snow. On this slide, one of our 
Ho ling Yee, was found to be 
from hypothermia. This It a 
which many have died from the 
moontains. He was pale and ex-
great difficulty in putting on his 
Joe suggested we get him off the 
as quicldy as poeaible. Jeff 
ian Cannon were sent to get the 
would carry him out on a 
_,IObile. After pumping food Into him 
._.vti,.n a few hours in the 92 deg. 
cabin, he recovered fully and spent 
out with the rest of ua. This 
demoralized the group and it waa 
to go out to the cars and regroup 
hlllt night In Millinocket. Here, Ho left 
to blisters he'd acquired on the walk 
Brian Trembly left for Florida. (We 
thlt it snowed in' Miami). 
'The next day, January 19th, we arose at 
5 a.m. and packed the remaining 9 days 
food and other f>Uppliea. We were to ski or 
snowshoe the 12 miles into Roaring Brook 
Campground, where a bunkhouse with 
wood stove awaited ua. The last eight 
miles, from Togue Pond to Roaring Brook, 
were killers. Everyone waa hurting to some 
elltent after this trek. The length, coupled 
with 10-100 lb. packs, took their to, usually 
in the fOfm of sore shoulder• and beck and 
blisters. Joe (Buck) and Pete !White Fang) 
made a "dog sled" to carry in their packs. 
They were on skis while the packs were 
latched to two ekla. Thla worked fine until 
the moguls around Togue Pond. The sled 
wiped out several timet and a couple of 
supporters broke. They didn't get Into 
camp until after dark and were glad to have 
hot liquids pumped down their throats. 
Roaring Brook is situated on the eastern 
side of Katahdin and haa 8 good view of 
Pamola (el. 49021. For me, the first day was 
spent recuperating from the previous day's 
torture hike. Others climbed South Turner, 
a peak only two miles away and with an 
e~<cellent view of the Katahdin Massif. 
Unfortunately, tl'te ar81 was obscured by 
clouds and only a view of Sandy Stream 
Pond, a popular moose hang out, was 
obtained. At night, we sat around and triad 
to entertain ourselves. There was the 
nightly barrage of taateleas jokes. most of 
which were gonged. Mike O'Hara provided 
us with enlightening vocal entertainment. 
We particularly enjoyed his version of 
"Sealed With A Kiss." 
The following day, (we lost track of dates 
and days of the weeki, we wanted to do 
Pamola, the Start of the Kn1fe Edge Trail. A 
norrow trail, from one to tan feet wide and 
with 2500' drops on either side, there were 
hundred mile views at times. We needed six 
people to hike because the trail was un-
broken and with deep snow. Some had 
seen clouds blowing over and didn't want 
to get blown off. Finally Mike decided he 
would go and Jim Beer also said yes and 
the hike went as planned. 
As it turned out, there couldn't have 
been a better day. Once above timberline 
!3500 ft), views opened up on three sides 
tor up to 70 miles. Hundreds of lakes were 
visible, as were tha paper mills in· 
Millinocket and East Millinocket. Being 
above timberline on such a day is a mind· 
satisfying experience. One doea Indeed get 
a natural high, moet of ua ware smiling at 
the top. I, of course, neglected to bring my 
camera on this day, 80 it had to be a 
beautiful day. Mike got some good shota, 80 
the day wat not a total losa 
photographically. We came down on the 
Dudley Trail, which descends 2000 feet in 
1 .. 3 miles. We found out that we could 
move up the Chimney Pond a day early, 
which was good because It Ia a much more 
scenic location. Going Into camp, we tried 
to be as low key as poaaible. (To .the 
question " How was the hike7"; "Oh, it was 
alright!') But it wu hard not to show our 
enthusiasm. 
The next day, we got up late (7:30) and 
took our time going up to Chimney Pond, 
which wat only 3.3 M away. About halfway 
up, there was a fine view of the basin which 
Katahdin forms. For one who haa not been 
there, it Is similar to the Rockies or Swit-
zerland. Chimney Pond Is aurrounded by 
peaks rising 2600 feel on three aldea, It was 
an excellent backdrop for a tent. 
and unidentified friend outside bunkhouse 11t Chlmney 
We lolled around camp in the afternoon. 
J1m Baer and I started an igloo while JeH 
Tingle, lan Cannon and Mike built a snow 
cave. They discovered that the snow was 
about ten feet deep. 
From our dinner table, we could see 
Ba~<ter Peak (el. 5267) and the summit 
cairn, which Is the beginning of the Ap-
palachian Trail. It is also the fi;at place in 
the U. S. that the sun hits. 
During the night. the winds died down, 
so it looked like a good day to do Katahdin 
and the Knife Edge. We started up on the 
Saddle Trail using snowshoes, but it had 
been postholed by people without 
snowshoes so we switched to crampons. 
The Saddle Slide was reached, it is about 
Y.. mile long and rises about 1000 ft. Most 
of us used the front two or four points on 
the crampons in ascending. When the top 
was reached, there was no wind. Two 
memtiers remodeled all clothes for a Back· 
packer Magazine type scene. They were 
facing Pemola. 
~axter Peak was reached about half an 
hour later and the customary summit shota, 
summit food, and summit 
urination was performed. Then. we started 
down the infamous Knife Edge Trail. 
Without sounding gushy, this was the most 
awe mspiring trail I have ever hiked; others 
echoed tl'tis. There were hundred mile 
views to the south and 40·50 miles 
elsewhere. Twenty· five hundred feet below 
was Chimney Pond, which looked pretty 
small. One did not want to fall because it 
most likely would have been fatal. Joe lost 
hold of his ice axe on a less steeo oan but 
p~ 11 
peratures had nsen to 15 deg. from 0 deg 
when we went to bed. 
Today was scheduled to be a hike up 
Hamlin Ridge and the North Peaks. These 
form the northern part of Mount Katahdin. 
T~e climb up Hamlin Rtdge was anti· 
chmauc after the Knife Edge. Clouds 
descended from the north-west; being on 
top was like be1ng on the moon. It 
resembled the inner cover of Close to rhe 
Edge. The sun was out, but vtsibility was no 
more than 150 feet. 
Because of the conditions it was 
decided to go down to the S~ddle and 
abandon the climb up the North Peaks. 
Just as the Saddle was attained, the clouds 
cleared for a good view towards South 
Turner and the east. We glacaded down 
the slide. One would sit with pack and son 
of go out of control down the hill con· 
trolling speed with an ice a~<e. On~ also 
made sure crampons were in a position that 
would not interfere with travel. It was easy 
to pick up speed and everyone yelled 
somewhat. 
In the afternoon, some went up to try 
and climb the Chimney from below. It was 
a slide and rock face that can be cltmbed 
wtthout greet difficulty. Doc and Pete made 
it to the top without rope and were quite 
Jubilant. 
Back at camp, Wayne Biesecker cut 
about ten dead spruce trees for wood. He 
and lan sawed them up for the wood 
stoves. I played the f1fe and kept the ftte 
going, but was generally a loaf. 
During the night, a severe snowstorm 
staned. accumulating five tnl"hcs before 
The saddle slide 11pproeching top of Mt. Katshdin. 
Pete reacued it. The Chimney was reached 
after a mile of outrageous views. This day, 
there was not winds at all and it wea quite 
warm 125 deg. Farenheit) • 
Gogglea were necessary to prevent snow 
blindnesa, but one could walk In short 
sleeved shirt all the way until the Chimney. 
At the Chimney, there was a steep pitch 
of 86 feet. We used a rope to get down; 
Pete belayed everyone, then rsppeled 
down himself. Doc painted out all the 
footholds, and shouted cat calls while 
people were going down. We deacended 
into Chimney Pond, again using the Dudley 
Trail, which was sure good spots for 
glacading. 
At dinner, everyone's spirits were lifted 
(not due to bug tokes from the scenery 
during the day. Doc said he'd never seen 
such a day in all the time he'd been around 
Katahdin. We had spaghetti, the group 
favorite, for dinner. 
This day had been our feaat day, food 
wise. After the climb, Jan and I broke out 
our victory can of shrimp and ate it with 
toblerone chocolate. During dinner, Pete 
used up the rest of his snow snake 
medicine in his tea. A snow snake Ia that 
mysterious creature that puts holes in your 
wind p81'1tl, gaiters and wool pants while 
you're wearing crampons. 
We also had a higher level of en· 
tertainment this evening. Mike managed a 
lorelei duet with Doc, I recited ~bberwocky 
and was helped out by lan on a Scottish 
drinking aong. Others were In equally good 
form. 
The moon was brilliant over the ridge thlt 
night; one sort of expected to hear coyotea 
........ -u ........... :. , ... •"'"""' _ _..._t-- ._..__ • • 
Photo by Chris James 
dawn. The ranger said it was supposed to 
continue as snow, then change to rain on 
Wednesday (Jan. 26th). Because we didn't 
want to hike in the rain, nor remain at camp 
for two days, we decided to pack up im-
mediately and hike the fifteen miles out to 
the cars. Packing quickly, shoving food 
down your mouth to save weight, burning 
toilet paper and Joe'a wool shirt, we left 
around 10. As we hiked down the road 
from Roaring Brook, the snow conditions 
changed markedly. Skiers went from 
special green to green to blue then said the 
hell with it. Snowshoes weren't much 
better, the snow built up underfoot and 
added a lot of weight. Every 100 yards, 
we'd have to kick it off. Packs, already 
heavy, got heavier as the snow melted on 
them. 
Finally, at dusk, we reached the cars. 
Eight of ua headed to Doris's because we 
were to exhausted to move. Doc decided to 
drive back to Worcester anyway. We 
munched out at Mac's, Mike consuming 
five Big Mac's. 
That night, we felt our exercise. Moat 
experienced some degree of stiffneu. I 
walked like an old man. Steeping in the soft 
beds at Doris's, after the wood floors and 
snow, was like sleeping in heaven. 
The drive back to Worcester went 
smoothly. At the Ho Jo'a near Portland we 
caused quite 8 stink as no one had taken 8 
shower In twelve days and beards were 
sprouting. Once here,. a hot soaking bath 
was in order. I almost fell asleep from the 
sheer luxury of it. Meeting at the Pub, there 
was talk of an expedition to Mount 
McKinley, now if Jello would like to 
~"" ••• ,., .... h• ........... 
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The new Kent State 
by DllmM W. LJndley 
(CPSI - Kent Stare, 19n. 40 demon· 
stratora, mostly members of the campus 
Revolutionary Student Brigade are 
picket•ng outside the offices of the school 
peper, protesting an editorial which has 
condoned the execution of convicted 
murderer Gary Gilmore. 
Jeannine Gutterman, editor of the o.i/y 
Kent St.,., staunchly aurvev- her o~ 
ponents. 
"ThoM people outMte will picket 
anything that'a pick.,.,._," ahe ob1erve. 
wearily. 'We're going to let them pk:bt. 
The week·~• coming up, and dwy'N t. 
goN by Mondlry." 
Neerty _,., v-ra ago at Kent State, 
,..., 4, 1970, • -- of increllingly 
fuatrated anti-w.r demouMretiofw which 
had included numeroua injuries, 
'-lgru·ngs, ..t the bumng af an ROTC 
building. culmineted In a bloody battle betw•• atudenta and the Ohio Nationall 
Guard, which 181ft four ......,.. .. dead 8nd 
nine wounded. Now, wtlle ~ta of the 
llain -.1d wounded .,. appeellng an 
Auaust. 1976 court decilion which ab-
tolwd Ohio GOY. Jamee A. Rhodee, fanner 
uniwraitv pteeident Robert I. White, and "D 
National G~ of gult in the 
shoodnga, the hal changed; but 
May 4 ia remembered. 
Even as obeervers ... the majority of 
students becoming politicaly apathetic and 
returning to their books in prepehnion for 
careers. the May 4 T81k Force continues to 
stage a 24-hour vigil each year on the 
anniversary of the killings. 
"The last noisy ralty we had was three 
years ago when Jane Fonda spoke," sav-
Bob Hart, chairman of the organization. 
last May 4, though the univeraitv ad-
ministration refused to suspend claues for 
t~e day, over half of the 18,000 students 
boycotted school and a few thousand 
marched through the town of Kent and 
back to the commons where the shooting 
occurred. 
"It was uery peaceful, very quiet, really 
eerie,"observes the editor of the Kent 
Stater. 
A lieutenant from the local pollee 
department attributes the lack of violencfll 
subsequent to the ahootings to the ex· 
cetlent organization of the T81k Force. 
Studenta at Kent State theM daya, he feels 
are leu radical and are "reeorting to 
conventional meena of change." The· 
~ Kent Stater ia no I'I'IOf8 rfNtdv than 
the everege member of the surrounding 
populec:e, dnJg inwke ....,.m. about the 
.,. • in 1970, and the C8n'\PUI ia quiet 
and •• operating - norrn~~iv - other 
Al1*ican un!Yerliti.-,::. he recltona. 
There ... baM a degree of atudent 
concern voiced over two recent 
developmenta. Author Peter 0.._, wtio 
wrote Thtl Truth About Kent .st.r. , and 
Robby Stemp, one of the May 4 wounded, 
twve both donated their ~ that dee! 
with the day'a events to the Yale librWy 
rather than to Kent State. In a MCOnd 
development, the adminiatration plana to 
begin construction thia rpring of a gym-
OIIium which will cover pert of the field 
where the kHiinga toolyplace. 
Davie. and. Stamp gave their paoera and 
artifacts (Stamp's bundle incfudel a pair of 
penta with a bullet hole in one leg) to Yale 
because they said Kent State librarians 
would not agree to keep the documents 
from government agencies. Davies said 
that Yale provided "instant information. 
security, forms, and applications and 
procedures showing how people would 
have access." 
Though some students claim that Kent 
State adminisuatora did not even want the 
Cl••• li11 lrtlera looe~ttetl 
WPI IIIISTIIE 
TUESDAY, 15 FEBRU~RY 19n 
lOa.m.-4:00 p.m. 
Classifleds: 
FOR SALE: 70 Nova, 350, V-8 engine, ~ 
door, needs work. Shown by appointment. 
Contact Ken Barnes Appliance Service, 
Ext. 210, 225. 
FOR SALE: 2 Delta Super-Sure track tim 
INON-radiall, polyester and fibergtass2 ply· 
4 ply1read. Range B !Dodge Colt)._ Prac-
tically new. $30 for botl\. Gene Kahs, ext. 
513 Of 755-1738. 
WANTED - Used books (texts or 
otherwiSe) for Alpha Phi Omega's Term D 
revival of the Used Book Sale. More details 
later. 
ONE ROOM available next to campus. 
Reasonable. Call 75&9616. 
FOR RENT: One room, ground floor 
apartment. Unheated. Landlord allergic to 
cats. Contact Daniel T. Spaniel 753·1411, 
ext. 464. 
HOT SKETCH COMPUTER PORTRAIT SYSTEM 
-Have your portrait sketched by a computer! Great 
Gifts! Put it on a T-shirt. To benefit SWE. Feb. 14th-
18th from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Wedge. 
MANAGING YOUR SALARY 
A Public Service for Juniora, Senior• and Graduate Studenu 
SponM>red by th~ Student-Alumni Relattona Committee 
of the WPI Alumni AsiOCiation 
WHEN: Tuesday, February I, 19n- 7:00 p.m. 
WHERE: Semiur Room, Gordon Library 
SPEAKERS: An ATTORNEY, a BANKER, an INSURANCE 
AGENT and a STOCKBROKER 
TOPICS: 
Frinte ~ckages- some may be worth r.:ore than you think 
&ul(&ilng equity- s.avlnesas a source of Income 
l.MMS vs. rentlnt - your responsibility. . and theln 
Insurance protection - How much on your c:..r? Your property? Personal 
liability? 
S.lectioft of tHink services - crecht union vs. s.avlngs vs. commercial. Which 
one( sf tor you? 
And morel 
SEE YOU THERE! DON' T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY! 
REM/IllER/ lEI. 1116 ll,,,, ,,.,., RH• 1:1(1 , .•. - 9:IJIJ , .•• 
T11le: r,., Flnf Jlj - D11• P1•1/ /JI11•ul1• 
papers because they arc obsessed w1th 
downplay•ng the brutal episode, which 
apparently has had an ad\lerse effec1 on 
enrollment, the Kent State arch1v1st says 
that " we try to collect everythtng :11e can 
em the event that is s1gnif1cant." The ar-
chivist negotiated with Davies for eight 
months. and then left it to Davies to call 
htm beck. Two years later, the papers went 
to Yale. 
Tony May, who handles Kent State's 
public relations, 18V1 thet he " was not 
aware of the librarians' and .lrchivllt' s 
activities. Neither w• anyone elM here on 
the executive level. We can't help it if our 
archivist dOll not have an aggreaive 
penonality." 
The gymnaeium, he con~. wilt cov. 
only a fraction of the ~time football fiekf 
~ the ttuden11 were shot. Though 
around 76 etudents appeerect at a trust .. •
meeting to proteM the building, ground fOf 
the edifice wil be broken thll tpring, ~ 
May. 
"The gym will be fOf perwonal kinds of 
actM1iee IUCh • tennie and weight-lifting. 
It won't wen be built avw the a,. where 
the students were .-n," he contenda. 
S '1, st\Jdent leaders appear to be 
Rnd a peution dnve I& underway 
construction; however, few seem to,.._1 .. ~ 
hat the petn•on w1ll have any 
"It's hard to tell what they (the 
are Interested 1n," the Task Force 
muses. "They don't seem to care 
about natronal politiC$ or even 
campus ISSues such as tuition 
"Everythmg's changed," the 
the local paper In Kent concurs. 
revival of the Greek atmospheq, 
fraternities and sororities. The 
May 4 is still alive amongst the 
people, 1nd there still are some Who 
sure we don't forget. Though thev"l 
forget the shock of martial law. 
people are venturing on to the 
cultural events." 
Meanwhile, the T81k Force 
cl818e1 and talks with people 
~t part were in junior high 
Though the speekera ettending 
May 4 vigil may .,. fewer and may 
softly, Bob Hart bali...,. that the 
might become a tredttion. 
"People may twve bean on 
sidea of the -.ue politicaly, but 
they agree." 
Computer crimes 
by Hetalne Lasky 
(CPS) - While most people can trust 
anyone over 30, dare one trust any thing 
over 307 Well, the computer is 30 years old 
and rather than bow to its all·knowing, 
somewhat parental control over their daily 
lives, students have learned how to 
maneuver the monster's powers to their 
own advantaQe. 
The computer ir the King Kong of many 
campus records departments and without 
its servicer, many registrars would be as 
helpl818 as Fay Wray without the Air Force. 
But as one student at C.W . Poet College in 
New York learned recently when the 
school's computer miscalculated his grade 
point average and almost cost him his 
academic scholarship, not even computera 
are infallible. As a result, studentS with only 
a basic knowledge of computer science 
have managed to get into the terminals and 
reprogram grades and acedemic schedules. 
At Dartmouth College, there are 350 ter-
minals spread acroea campus to encourage 
more Sludents to make use of the computer 
and in 1976, 80 per cent of all Dartmouth 
students did some legitimate homework 
with the devices. 
But unwarranted access to computers is 
sometimes gained by mistake, and therein 
hes a wonderland of forbidden knowledge. 
At Drexel University in Philadelphia, a 
behavioral sc1ence student was working on 
a computer and decided to write in 
machine language when he coded 
something wrong. By coincidence, that 
student hit upon the secret entry codes that 
admit one into the executive routine. His 
instructions were read into the executive 
routine which became disrupted and had to 
shut down for a week. 
It was no coincidence, however, several 
years ago when students learned how 
valuable the computer was and in one case, 
held a computer for ransom. It happened at 
New York Univeraity In 1972 and students 
took CNer a $3.6 million computer owned by 
the Atomic Energy Comm;.lon. The 
machine was held hostage in lieu of 
payments to the Black Panthera. 
Student• are not tne onty Of* 
computer ~me. An Inmate 
Leavenworth Pfiton in Kanus 
phony income tax returns to 
collecting over $40,000 in tall 
before he was caught and 
address. Then there were the 
recently indicted by a federal 
altering their customers' bad 
for a fee, to provide them with 
Both cases involved 1llegal u 
puters. Just another case of 
quite. Honeywell Corporation 
estimate rf merely 100 key l'n,nnllra 
crippled, 1t would paralyze 
bus1ness 
Would you recognize a 
crimtnal tf you saw one? Probably 
one man who might Is Donn 
mformation processmg analyst 
Research Institute In Palo Alto. 
talked to over 20 computer 
says that most of the people 
these cnmee are actually the ktnd 
processmg managers would like 
"because they are energetic and 
what they do." Since ma 
computer's program presents 
tellectual challenge, to commit a 
crime, one would need both 
knowledge and access to the 
machine. As a result many 
crimes occur wtthin the ranks of 
pany' s employees 
Outsiders can get in on the 
without sophisticated computer 
and for a start, banks provide 
amateur criminals. Some 
computerized services which 
deposits for and give money to 
who display a • peraonal 
number and a special card. By 
another person's identification 
card, an imposter can defraud his 
friends at Chase Manhattan. 
Parker has uncovered 430 
computer crime. " This ia only the 
iceberg," he says. Other victime 
schoola, government 
manufacturers and insurance 
GOPHEC PRESENTS -
"Beaver Brown" Feb. 12th at 9:00 p.m. in the PUB 
GO-GO-GO 
7 
t 
J 
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Send solutions toW. Eggimann (EE) 
Solution to Problem Nr. 5: S19 
Problem No. 6 
How can White 
save its group? 
WHITE'S MOVE 
Join us on Friday noon in the physics library for our weeki 
meetings. 
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Butting, heads with history 
by Tom Dsni#ls 
,_down in the Pub last Monday night, 
and shooting the breeze with 10me 
guys from the paper, when I noticed 
mv friend's cia• ring had a picture of a 
on one of its • facee. The more I 
about that Image, the' more I began 
about WPI's strfnge emblem. 
I was sitting In a place named after 
head of a billy goatl The 
Head Pub. the goat on the ring -
things raleed a question in my 
drove me to dig Into the history 
1 had stumbled on an obvious, but 
asked queetlon: What happened to 
of the goat717171?11171717 
arriving home that evening, I took 
of Two ToWflf's, the official and 
of WPI's first century. 
on paget 138 and 139, I 
the story of the famous Goat's Head 
a point. It aeems that the Class of 
had in their poaaeaaion a black billy 
which served as their claa mascot 
the book says, the creature was 
by members of the Claa of 1894, 
thereafter, loo its head. The 
head was hidden in Nova Scotia 
years, being retumed to its 
owners In 1913, during a claas 
Being in somewhat woeful shape, 
since been replaced by a bronze 
Although this It the accepted ttory, 
unearthed evidence tells a slightly 
tale. 
~lur'SIDIIr&tic)n for doing an artlcle on the 
I came aero. a little known 
of the .chool which has been kept 
manager of the cafeteria since Its 
near the tum of the century. In 
ltsor Nemron, a middle egad 1m-
in .. rch of a job, came to Wor· 
retpOnee to an ad In t~ Deily Spy. 
which hed been pieced by WPI, 
an enterprising young man, with 
In running a reetaurant, who 
be willing to start a small lunch room 
.. college. 
IIMng run a little lunch room In the old 
Namron jumped at the chance. 
Fuller took a liking to the young 
It once, and tent him out to forge a 
of the besement in Boynton Hell into 
...,, ....,.,.,... a ttudent could greb • bite to 
cl ...... 
COUI"'e, the baeement of Boynton 
then, and never will, p111 for the 
Try as ha did, poor laor couldn't 
the young engineel"'. They soon 
to calling the lunchroom the 
• in honor of its frequent unin-
gue~~~. Some of the students left a 
on President Fuller's deek one day 
had been signed by every last man 
campus. It asked, in somber and 
terms. that the rodent' a be forced 
for their own mealtl 
cooking also became the 
campus humor. One young lad 
a notice proclaiming that. hence-
fonh, the momtng meal for all students 
of Civil Engineering would be Nemron's 
oatmeal. When confronted by school 
officials, the culprit said, " Well, ellery time I 
pour milk Into the oatmeal, It turns into 
concrete!" Inspired by this example, small 
signs began appearing on the walls of the 
lunch room. announcing rwN meals, auch 
as the Mechanical Engineer'a Special, 
consisting of nuts and bolts broiled in 
hydreulic fluidl One reporter on the campus 
oaoer reoorted that there wnuld be no 
on the tables in the kitchen, ready for the 
oven. All he needed to cap off the feast was 
an appropriate beverage, which had to be 
purchased in the city. 
Unfonunately, as Namron was leaving by 
the back door. a arouo of students were 
coming in the front door with Joe in tow. 
They just couldn't resist the temptation of 
one last joke, for old time's sake. They 
planned to leave the goat in President 
Fuller's office. Deciding It was best to 
reconnoiter the area fil"'t, they left Joe 
disappeared without 11 trace. The Clau ot 
'94 was blamed for his kidnapping, and 
they did, indeed possess the late mhCJt'S 
head for some twenty yeal"'. What 1. ev 
didn't know, however. was that the go ,. • 
head had been discovered in a trash can by 
membel"' of the class, who had no pan tn 
Joe's demise. 
WPI is a school steeped In tradition. and I 
hope that this little bit of hittory will, once 
and for all. clear up the myatery of the 
Goat's Head. Today, Joe's memory lives 
on, as the former mucot's bronze liken.s 
has become the to- 3 of inter-class rivalry. 
Although I don't wish to seem cold 
heaned, we were lucky that Joe was 
hungry on that Ju ... Jay, for he provided 
us with a respectable animal to represent 
the school. After all, if this episode had 
happened to the Class of 1976, we'd be 
drinking beer in the Spaniel's Head Publ 
Oh, yet, the h~ ot the food service 
did reve.l the name of that mysterious 
sandwich that leeor Namron l8lved to the 
Class of '93 on their graduation day. Like 
the Goat's Head, this meal has lived on 
through the years, and Is still served In the 
WPI cafeteria on special occasions. Its 
name7 
Sloppy Joeel Of COUI"'el 
The key to the miuing goat lies here. 
"Soup de Jour" until further notice, due to 
a leek of joural He went on to explain that 
the Jour, an elusive little creature, Inhabited 
the nOoka and crenni• of Washbum 
ShopL Specialized nets to catch them had 
been ord«ed from Frence, native country 
of the jour. Of course, the life span of the 
jour was short, the article ended, aa "a jour 
laets only a dey." 
Foremost In their tormenting of the 
beleaguered cook, the Class of 1893 took 
greet pride in their mascot, Joe, a black 
billy goat who grazed the then spacious 
fields of Boynton Hill. In fact, he was the 
1893 version of Daniel the Spaniel, that 
notorious four footed vagabond who roams 
the pt818nt day campus, always finding a 
friend that will take him ln. Joe, of course, 
being a goat, had a slightly harder time 
going unobterved In a room. 
On greduatlon day of 1893, lssor Namron 
set out to make a noon meal that would 
shut up his tormenters once and for all. He 
was up before the sun, working In his little 
basemeot kitchen, mixing and baking his 
hean out. By nine o'clock. he had the 
makings of a gourmet's delight spread out 
unattended in the hall. Being a red-bloOded 
glutton, Joe quickly .-nailed out the af-
ternoon'• feast, and struck out on his own. 
Poor l110rl When he retl.lmed from his 
errand, he found his kitchen In a lhambfel.. 
Instead of the makings for a sumptuoue 
meal, he now had a room full of overturned 
pans, dumped flour bins, and one very 
sloppy, very fat goat 
Modern Physics Film 
He waa lo.t. Not a bit of food remained, 
except for a few jars of tomato peste, 80m8 
onions, eome rollt, and a ffJW apiceL Not 
one screp of meat waa left. His ev-
scanned the room, searching for an anewer 
to his dilemma. Finally. his gaz:e ~ed on 
the burping goat, and a smile croued his 
face. 
~onday,Feb.1.,1977 
ll:·oo a.m. and 7:00 p.m. 
Physics Lecture Hall, 
OH 107 
The students couldn't say enough about 
the new sandwich they were served that 
day for lunch. The meat had a funny teste 
to it, bit it was a switch from the run of the 
mill hamburgers, macaroni, and cold meat. 
Celer,56 minutes 
ShortlY thereafter, the Cl.. of 1893 
graduated, taking with them two great 
mysteriel: the origin of the meal they had 
been served that afternoon, and the 
whereabouts of Joe, the goat, who had 
The ,..mains of • cosmic explosion 
-a supernova - .,.. lhown, Inter· 
.......... aftd tr•cecl beck to .... 
cataclysmic event. Worldwide 
experts tllk ebout their dllaverles. 
A IBC film In tile-NOVA series. 
ACROSS 
1. physically con-
fined 
6. where letters are 
numbers 
11 . Roman household 
deity 
12. ex-UPS competitor 
13. opposite of 
basicity 
16. delayed for time 
19 to exist by begging 
20 college in Virginia 
21 . flat bottomed con-
tainer 
22. My _ massacre 
23. SUSpiCiOUS 
25. Brenda or Ringo 
27. compass point 
28. string and waxed 
31 . to the same degree 
32. Pope's forte 
33. country songstress 
34 " A Bell for _ .. 
35 loose fittmg tunic 
38. gas rating 
42. UPI competitor 
43 manne shelter 
46 cause to be (suH1x) 
47 their multiples are 
81 ; 729; 6561 
50 vtllam of TV com-
merctals 
52. voter's aHiliat1on 
(abbr.) 
53. pressure (abbr.) 
55. beetle or bumble-
bee 
57. loom lever 
58. " _ on a Jet 
Plane" 
60. Rushmore sculp-
tor's medium 
62. to reach by calcu-
lation 
63. religious trans-
greSSIOn 
64. Hillary's quest 
65. treat with regard 
DOWN 
1. dry, white wine 
2. nourishes or sus-
tains 
3 . Coward lyric: 
"_Dogs and 
Englishmen" 
4. monarch's seal 
5. solid carbon diox-
Ide (2 wds) 
6 . "Pnde & Preju-
dice" author 
7. takes forcibly 
8. electric fish 
9. ship's-stabilizer 
10. firewood support 
14. actor's direction 
15. peaceful contem-
plation 
17. "you" 1n Spanish 
18. 'Van Gogh's tragic 
loss 
24. "event" in Latin 
26. asphalt 
28. type of moulding 
29. printer's measure 
30. cylinder for hold· 
ing thread 
35. the Captain's Toni 
36. wound coverl ng 
37. O'Neill drama: 
"The Hairy _ .. 
39. prefix: threefold 
40. indigo plant hqutd 
amine 
41 . a first principle 
44. 64 across is noted 
for it 
45. accountant's 
trademark 
48. chemical endmg 
49. unneighborly 
fence 
50 Whitman 's 
''Leaves of 
51 . wrestling arena 
54 . t1n (abbr.) 
56. a coordinating 
conJunction 
59. ''to see" in Span-
ish 
61 . shot of liquor 
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SPORTS 
Hoop~(.ers drop ball 
by Ba.ke . their bags. Then came a trip to Maine to 
The cold Winds of Winter gnpped the rake on Colby and Bates. The weather was 
WPI ba.sketb~ll team as w.ell as the rest of no better up there as the Polar Bears 
the nauon. Smce lhe Chnstmas break our crushed the Engineers 87-79 while Bates 
h~opsters have played 8 games, em~rglng had a blizzard of points to bury WPI 99·n . 
VICtorious In only 1 °! them. That VICtory Finally a bit of January thaw came with the 
came over lnter~SSIOn as .WPI over· victory over lowell Univ. That game 
powered lowell Unlv. 93·76. Rick Wheeler snapped the 4 game losing streak. It ap-
raced th~ team with a ~1 point per· peered it might have turned the team 
ormance 1n that contest though he had to around when another top rated New 
share :he spotlight with John Brodersen's England Div. 111 team, Suffolk, came to 
17 pomt, 12 rebound effort. Kevin Doherty Worcester. Remaining close throughout 
ala~ made his presence known with 10 big the game WPI sew an upset in the making. 
assists and a solid overall game ... which has Once again however it was just not to be as 
c~me to be his trademark. Though the the visitors posted a 94-82 victory. 
vtctories could not be bought q~ite a few Thus WPI's record stands at 2·12. Not 
fine ef!ons have ~een turned In by th!s very impressive to say the llast though 
struggling team. Ev1dence of that came thiS cenainly not indicative of the many fine 
past w.eek .•s the Engineers took on_.2 fine performances the team has put in. For what 
teams m Dav. Ill, B~bson and Brandeas. The it's worth 1 offer a few reasons why the 
l~tter, rated 2nd In New England, were word "victory" has seldom been spelled 
g1ven all they could handle by the Scrappy with a W-P-1 this year 
WP~ roundballers last Thu~ay night The team: 4 playera have quit the team 
forcmg ~he game Into ove~1me before and another transferred since the term 
succumbing. 96·89. WPI was mches f!WaY break. Whether this Is due to the coach, the 
from that VICtory but a couple of missed record, the academic load, or peraonal 
shots down the at retch e!labled the Judges reasons is immaterial. What it does do It to 
t~ knot the aco~ et 81 1n regulation time. break up the continuity of the team in 
R•ck Wheeler agau:' led the ~PI attack with practice ... which is a direct reflection of the 
31 points along w1th 6 ._.ta. Bob Stack, ga,..._ Also alth h ma· · l · ha 
h h · hi Ia ed 6 .......... oug JOr 1n una ve w 0 as co?'e Into .s. own te, add 1. stayed awey the little onee have h rt. The 
and Is prowmg his ab1hty.'o put the ~II tn Amherat ~me, sorely In n:ec. of 
the hole to go along w1th hla contmous reboundera, was played without John 
hard work on defense. On Saturday Brodersen (flu). Geor 8 Fiedette iued · Babson Invaded Harrington Auditorium . ~ • m sue 
with its highly touted 6• 7,. scorer Chris games with an ~nkle InJury. There just are 
Johnson. WPI shut him off (only 8 pta., 7 ~~:~e:_:-ny big men to go around on the 
tumovera), led moet of the game, and ran Foul sh~ts: It has been said by better 
well but It seems no one has rewritten the folk8 than 1 that games are won and lost at 
script as the Engineers once again came the foot line. WPI • a teem Ia shooting 58 
out on .the losing end, 78-74. You certainly per cent from the line. Its opponents, ciON 
cou.ldn t fault Bob Stack however. The to JO·per 'Cent An average player should 
sen1or f~rward played Johnson much of the ahOGt about~ per cent. a good player even 
game With only 1 foul to hla name, added better. The· WPI guards (supPoeedly the 
19 pta. (6 for 6 from the line), and ha~led belt shooters) are hitting onlY fi7 per cent 
down 7 rebounds. Merit Neetor proVIded from the charity stripe. Miesed free throwt 
the board strength as for the second ~me directJy reSponsible for 8 couple of loeeee. 
in a row he snared 14 ceroma, while addmg Considering that many of the mialed shots 
10 pta. And, as he has done In all but one were at the fr t d f 1 d 1 ( 
game, Wheeler led all scorers with X1 pta. . on ~L .: 0 a ~n a 
Now for a wrap-up of the WPI buketball poaable 2 pta. down me drain) qutte a ffJW 
, more games were decided at the line. A 
teams efforts fo~ the month of Jenuary ... as 
1 
free throw basically one thing ... con-
pai~ul as it m1ght be. At Amherst the centration. If the team can gain that 
Enganee~ surged to a earty 16 pt lead only concentration one qf the strlk• against 
to see !t evaporate through a lack of them could be remo~. 
reboundmg power as the home teem -
streaked to a 74-56 victory. The following The Fans: ... or lack of. Spacious 
Sat, Jan. 16th, AIC came to WPI. A Harrington Auditorium seats almost 3000 
lackluster performance by the Wor· peopje. Anyone who witneued a state high 
cesterites sent this rather meiocer teem school basketball toun.ment geme last 
back to Springfield with a 86-78 victory in year knows the excitement that Is brought 
Sl•e•l s•••••e 
li!lllt •••• 
,~ ...... f••••••·e 
After college, what will I do? 
That's a questiOn a lot of 
young people ask themMNel 
these daya. 
But a two-year Air Force 
ROTC scholarship can help 
provide the answers. Succe. 
aful completion of the program 
gets you an Air Force commta-
slon along with an excetlent 
ltarttng Mlary. a challenging 
job, promotion opportunlttea. 
and a aecure future with a 
modem Air Force. If you have 
two academic~ remaining, 
find out today about the two-
year Air Force ROTC 
Scholarlhlp Program. lt'a a 
great way to eerve your ~ntry -
and a grMt way to help pay for 
your college education. 
llr Fwft !leTt: 
Qltew8f te • Grellf Wily el Ute 
to teams through a pakced house. I don't 
advocate that 2500 WPI students should fill 
I hose seats but certainly more than the 200 
or so fans that show up each game could 
show a little psyche. Opposing players 
often feel like they're in an echo chamber. 
It's amazing how much a few hands 
clappmg can get the blood flowmg 1n the 
players. 
It's easy enough to sit here and think of 
JUSt where the fault lies. There are a lot of 
• positive thmgs this season has thus far 
produced which help ease the sting of the 
losses. Rick Wheeler is inching up on the 
second all time scorer in WPI's history. 
Kevin Doherty IS provtng himself as one of 
T 
the f1nest playmakers around Wh 
1eammates get use to his bhnd 
wouldn't surprise me to see Kevin 
ass1sts per game. Freshmen 
Brodersen Is one of 1he top 
percentage shooters in D111. Ill w1th 
cent. H1s cohort Mark Nester 1s 
respect as the musclemen on the 
hauling down a bushel of rebou 
game. The ream is far from being 
corpse. Wnh 5 of the last 7 games 
(starung wuh Trinity Tues., Feb. 
improv1ng freshman crop, and a 
group of · upperclassmen the 
exis1s for a good blending for the 
of the year ... hopefullytll 
Swimmers makes big splash 
by Foxy Ratte 1n I he 200 free, Bill Olsen doing 
The swim team is starting to get Its act 100 free. and even Co-Captain Ken 
together after half a season of WPI apathy. thank-you. 
Being soundly defeated by Coast Guard in URI could have been defeated but 
the first meilt of January was no loss Island boy Michand defected to 
because the goons were dull. The team was Quitters Squad. The team is also 
surprised to see a few fans at the meet. lambda·Chi contingency of 
Som~ even stayed past the ftrst com· Couch. Their singing a different 
merc1af. ..... .. I got a lambdi· Chi basketball 
On the 29th of January the team went to On Saturday the team 
MIT for a turkey-trimeet: WPI, MIT, and Nichols for a romp. There was 
lowell Tech. As guesaed, the Plan soundly tootsi·pops on the way home. 
defeated lowell Tech but could not catch Jay McNeff took off his ba1,dJI,ida' 
• MIT. posted a 11:55 1000 free. Between 
URI ventured to WPI for the first meat of the girls wing of the team swam 
C term On Wednesday, February 2. Many time trials for the Women's New 
personnel bests were logged by the team, at the end of this month. More on 
but WPI managed to come out ahead. Hero later date. 
Ray Dunn swam a 2:24 200 breast stroke The team's record now stands 
but was not outdone by co-Gam Bob 4 tough meets left. This week 
Brow_n who went 10~. in the 1000 free. meals will be eaten for Trinity on 
MatyJane Hall led the g1rts platoon with a night and Keene State on 
2;'JJ backstroke. Other stars were Chris ternoon. Both are away. 
Editor's corner 
Be an athletic supporter 
bySAFA 
Before I start on this weeka subject I'd 
like to let everyone know that the other half 
of thla sports editoring has returned. Rick 
Wheeler, who was responsible for Ill<* of 
the Editor's Comer's articles in the past, 
and who alWays seemed to come up with 
interesting and informative ertlclee has 
hung up his typeWriter so to apeek. 
Anyway, now these articles will be from 
one point of vieiN, that's mine; and if no 
one likes them that's too bad becau• this 
is the only paper on campus. How's that 
make you feel? 
The subject this time is sport apathy at 
this place. For all you mental giants who 
only know numbera and formulas apathy 
means a lack of intere~t or concem. For a 
achool with such high academic standards 
and woritloads and also the non-existence 
of sports scholarahlpe It It euy to aee why 
quality sports never seem to emerga. But 
stop and look at what we do have. Our 
soccer team lost In overtime in the New 
Skiers schuss 
by 7heDog' 
After four races, the WPI ski team Ia 
leading the Thompson Division of the New 
England Intercollegiate Ski Conference. 
The team will probably capture the division 
championship for the second yeer in 1 row 
if their winning pattern contlnuee. 
The fim two races of the year took p&aca 
at Pats Peak, NH on January 22nd. The 
relatively short Giant Slalom, held In the 
morning, was woo by sophomore John 
" Piero" Rice. Last year Piero was the 
overall points winner in the Thompson 
Division. Other team members in the top 
ten pieced 4th and 51h. The longer, ley 
Slalom race, !'laid in the afternoon of the 
,!&me ct.y, proved to be the demise of Plero. 
Brian Huff, still recovering from a heed 
Injury Incurred during practice week, 
managed a respect~ble second place. Only 
two other team members finished the 
slalom, placing 6th end 8th. The teem easily 
placed first in the G.S. and miraculously 
took third in the slalom. Four finishers are 
needed for each teem to make up a total 
time. With three finishers, the fourth time Ia 
comprised of 110 per cent of the slow.t 
finishing time from any school. 
The next weekend found the team et 
Ragged Mountain, NH for a llelom race on 
Saturday and a G.S. on Sunday. With one 
run of the slalom completed, WPI was 
easily in the lead. The second run of the 
slalom had just started when the area'e only 
,.h•lrlift .... ,lte dO'N!" four of WPI's race,. 
••• 
England finals, our track was 
and our wrestling it 9-2 and came 
C.H. (eat's heir) of beating the 
power Coest Guard. True, the 
teem and football teems are usually 
end the baseball end swim teems 
to be around .600, but with the 
facilitiea available along with the 
mentioned seasons, things aren't 
Well with thla new year here, 
WPI sports seriously simply 
deserve it. This place isn't a 
which turns out Alf...Americans 
right. It's a school whoee 
intereated soley in a future of 
and taking aporu as an aside. 
conditions here, WPI athletee 
more support and a pet on the 
By the way, the baseball teem 
has the potential to be a real 
McNulty has practically the 
returning. Such standouts a1 
Morlany, Scott Farrell, and Dave 
all ready and welting for the seaiOf'lrll 
to victory 
were stuck in the expoeed chairs 1n 
weather. Two of the racers, atn•n.rl'-IH 
20 feet above the ground halfway 
mountain, lumped out after 1 ~ 
without Injury. The other two 
located at least 40 feet above the 
near the top of the mountain, were 
by ropes after 2 ~ hours. All 
the tMm escaped frostbite 
ordeal, which afflicted many 
needed treatment. The second run 
slalom was of courae cancelled, 
was declared the winner. Captail 
Huff, feeling much better after a 
rest, took first place. Piero 
tragically bitten by a snow snake 
firat run and had not finished. 
Because the G.S. could not be 
Ragged on Sunday, 
mede to hold the race at 
Area near Concord. N.H. Piero 
off the slump at thla race and 
place. WPI also placed racers 6th, 
11th. The teem narrowly edged 
College for flm place by only one 
on total tme. of about 300 
was the ctoeest duel of the 
some verbal abuu thrown in 
citement. 
As far as the individual poin._ 
concerned, Brian Huff is leading 
trailing by about 12 points. It 
teresting to see which of theM 
racers finally ends uo on top. 
Terrn c- Fridays from 12·1 ·p.m. In the INisement of Alden. 
tsn NEWSPEAK Pa 
b-ball heats up 
by 'Bake' 
~ we head Into the second half of the 
basketball season the caliber of 
should increase dramatically. A big 13 
went through the first half without a 
though many w1ll begin to topple from 
of the unbeaten. The traditionally 
teams havo yet to be tested but 
are more than a posslbility as the 
for the playoff spots in each league 
up. Time w 111 tell who can meet the 
half produced some prolific 
'Sid' Fitzgerald of Phi Sag topped 
t~veryone w11h a ohstenng 19 "i. pomt:o per 
game. Close behind was lzzy Colon from 
'Over 'the Hall Gang. Everybody's favorite 
Chem1stry prof is averag1ng almost 18 
points per gamo 1n leading his team to a 4.0 
record. ~.1ike Walker led the Slg Ep scoring 
machine with his 16 a game contribution. 
Many other players are hitting for high 
averages, particularly since IM basketball 
operates on 16 minute running time hal11es. 
The second half should show most how 
much these and all the Intramural par· 
ticipants can excel over the course o f a 
season. 
First H111f Scoring l.etldsrs 
Team GP TP A ve. 
PSK(A) 6 96 19.2 
OTHG 4 71 17.8 
SPE(A) 3 48 16.0 
ROTC 4 63 15.8 
DGB 3 47 15.7 
f WOOF 3 46 15.3 SPE!A) 4 61 15.3 
SPE(A) 4 68 14.5 
Reds 4 68 14.0 
SPE!Al 4 66 14.0 
PSK(A) 5 68 13.6 
OTHG 2 26 13.0 
Reds 4 52 13.0 
Fir$1 Half St11ndings 
II Ill IV 
5.() PKT(O) 5.() AAA 6-0 SP(t) 4-0 
5.() SAE(A) 6-0 Ajl(A) 6-0 LCA(A) 3-0 
4-0 OTHG 4-0 PKT(A) 4..() REDS 3-1 
3-0 HOBO 3-1 SPE(B) 4-0 ROTC 3-1 
3-1 GAM(A) 3-1 KMOA 2·2 CELTS 3-2 
1-3 02 1-3 A TO( B) 2-4 WOOF 2-1 
1-3 OST 1-4 PSK(C) 1·2 PKT(C) 1-1 
1-3 M4 1-4 LCA(B) 1-3 POK(1) 1-2 
1-4 SPE(C) 1-4 AWT 0-4 TC 1-4 
0-5 KRAP 0-3 TKE 0-4 SAE(B) 0-4 
0-5 STO(Al 0-4 04 0-5 M2 0-5 
P aces in intramurals 
By David Busch 
Once again Lambda Chapter has proved 
No. 1 at WPI in intramural sports. At 
of the last school year Kap received 
Intramural sports trophy which is an 
given to the house that has gotten 
points in all intramural sporting 
The aecond half of last year saw Kep take 
up in basketball and champions in 
and track. Also, we received many 
In bowling and ping pong. 
1Na year in volleyballl the Kap " A and B" 
both made the playoffs for the 
second year in a rc:Nl/. The " A" team went 
to the semi-finals. 
Basketball has recently started and we 
have five teams with 66 brothers and 
pledges getting Involved. The " A" team 
has quickly won 4 straight games and are 
looking forward to winning the cham-
pionship thia year. Bowling has also started 
and Kap has two powerful teams which 
should go to the playoffs 81 both are un· 
defeated. 
looking to the future, with 8 pledge clau 
of 38 and an excellent brotherhood already, 
Kap will remain no. 1 in athletic sports for 
some time to come. 
Correction 
in the WPI Activities Calendar for Terms C and D. 
Term D classes and the Kickoff Mixer sponsored by the 
Class of '79 will be on April 6th (sixth) not the the 7th. 
Fell, the rack 
•nd the whip 
didn't work, 
but maybe 
tlau will: 
Bn Whip VICrtm 
Newspeak needs people to join the staff in any capacity, 
lid is willing to induce you with FREE BEER AND 
MUNCHIES at our biennial beer blast and yellow journalism 
convention. If you have an interest in working or would just 
like to find out what it entails, come to the basement of 
Riley (Pub level, Daniels side) at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, . 
February 10. Meet the hard-working editors, Pulitzer 
Prize-losing writers, the KAPSTAFF and everyone else who 
____ makes the paper tick. See you there! 
Wrestlers stomp Lowell 
by KltJm 
The WPI wrestling team traveled to 
Lowell on Saturday and returned wrth an 
1mpresslva 39 9 victory. This was a b1g wm 
for the Eng1necrs. Lowell's wrestling coach 
was so confident in h1s team that he told 
Phil Greb1nar they'd have the meet won 
aher the 190 lb. weight class. As it turned 
out, Lowell had lost the m¥ t at that point. 
It was a great effort on everyone's part. As 
usual KA P's contingency was there to 
cheer the team on. Winners for the 
Engrneers were John Contestlble by a 
decrs10n, Tony Masullo Larry Rheault, and 
Tom Pajonas by a 4 point decrsion, Dave 
Watson, Gerry Batchelder, and Craig Arcar1 
by p1ns; and Mike Beaudoin won by forfeit. 
The Engineers are now 9·2 and have only 5 
more matches left thiS season. If they 
'wrestle hke they did on Saturday, they'll 
w1n all of them. So come out and support 
WPI's best wrestling team ever. 
-
FIIIIIICIAL AID 
IPPLICATIOIIS 
1re •••ll•llle lle&innin& Tues., Fell. 11, 11~7, 
in li&&ins House in the Fin1noi1l lid Offioe. 
Great gifts to get or give 
Richly colored. heavy velour 
TAPESTRIES 
To get a catalog or see 
what I have. call or write 
Chris N elsoa 
128 Winfield St. 
Worcester. 01602 
791-1107 
CaD after 6 p.m. 
I did 
it ~ 
!!SAVE MONE.Y!! 
Buy Your USED TEXTS 
at 
~ 
21 Salem Street 
Worcester, Mass. 01608 
Opp. Public Library 
Used Books Bought & Sold 
COLLEGE WEEK AT KILLINGTON 
FEB .. 14-11. 30 per cent OFF day tickets and 5-day 
packages. College I D needed. Ski 4 mountains, 52 
trails, 11 lifts. 
What's Happening? 
Tuesday, February I 
" Video Awareness Week" sponsored by the SociAl Committee: Continuous showings of ROBERT KLEIN, 
HISTORY OF THE BEATLES; FUTURE SHOCK; SUPER SKIERS; WPIC-TV Channel 3 (through the 11th) 
Cinematech Film Series, Early Academy Awuds, " Canlcade" 7:30p.m. Kinnicut Hill 
" Managing Your Salary" sponsored by the Student-Alumni Rel•tions Committee, Ubrary SemiMr Room, 7 p.m. 
Speaker: Sr. Margaret Fa rley, " Sources of Sexual Inequality in the History of Christian Thought" sponsored by 
Cross & Scroll, H. C. Women' s Organization and Student Adivities Office, ~n Ballroom, Holy Cross College, 
8 p.m. 
Movie: "Whatever Happened to Baby Jane" Spiritwoods pub, A.M. C., 9 p.m. 
Basketball vs. Trinity, home 8 p.m. 
Junior Varsity Basketball vs. Trinity, home, 6 p.m. 
Wrestling vs. MIT, UConn, away, 7 p.m. 
Wednesday, February 9 
Disco Ntqht in the Pub, a p.m. 
Thursday, February 10 
Acting Workshop, Alden Hall, 8:30-10:30 p.m. 
DPMA meeting, SPNker: Bob Landry, " The Software Business, How I Started My Own" Stratton Hall lOS, 7 p.m. 
Women's Basketball vs. Bryant, away, 7 p.m. 
Swimming vs. Trinity, iiWay, 7 : 30 p.m. 
Hockey vs. Tufts, home, 8:4S p.m. 
Friday, February 11 
Social Committee presents Roger Salloom in the Wedge, a CoHeehouse Performance, 9 p.m. Free. 
Basketball vs. Coast Guard, away, 8 p.m. 
Junior Varsity Basketball vs. Coast Guard, away, 6 p.m. 
\ 
Saturday, Febr-uary 12 
GOHPEC Entertainment, " Beaver Brown" in the Pub, 9 p.m. 
Basketball vs. Middlebury, home, 3 p.m. 
Wrestling vs. Hartford, Wesleyan, away, 1 p.m. 
Swimming vs. Keene State, away, 1 p.m. 
Ski meet today and tomorrow 
Fencing vs. Brown, Brandeis, away. 
Sunday, February 13 
Lens & Lights movie "Love and Death" in Alden Hall, 7 and9 p.m. Sl. 
WPI Glee Club and RtiiS College Choir, concert with music from their Europun Tour, Trinity Lutheran Church, 4 
p.m. 
Jan Workshup: Student group under the loint direction of Reily Raffman and Allan Mueller in the Little Center for 
tfte Visutll and Performing Arts, Clark Univenlfy. 
Monday, February 14 
" Hot Sketch" Computer Display in the Student Government Office, Daniels Hall, , 10 a.m. to s p.m., Portraits 
available. <through the 18th) 
Mime Workshop with Keith Berger, Alden Hall, 4 p.m. 
Spectrum Fine Arts Program, Keith Berger-mime in Alden Hall, 8 p.m. 
Speaker: P.W. Davis, WPI Mathematics professor, on "Fundamentals of Finite Elements" Stratton Hall 105, 4 
p.m. Coffee at 3:30 in SHt06 
Women's Basketball vs. Assumption, home, 6 :30 p.m. 
Lecture-demonstration-recital : An Evening with Jose Greco and Friends, sponsored by campus Center Board of 
Directors. Special Events Committee, Hogan Ballroom, Holy Cross College, 1 p.m. 
Film : " Maytime" Hogan 519, Holy Cross College, 3:45 and I p.m. 
Tuesday, February 15 
Awards, " The Merry Widow" Kinnicut Hall, 7:30p.m. 
• "p.m •• Free. 
.. ,. ....--- .-..-
Photo by Mark Hecker 
